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JMU remembers Sept. 11 
Wednesday's events commemorate anniversary of attacks 
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT 
assistant news editor 
"A Day of Remembrance" 
will be held across the JMU cam- 
pus Wednesday to mark the first 
anniversary of Sept. 11, 2001. A 
coalition of JMU student organi- 
zations, in conjunction with the 
university, has planned the 
schedule of events for Sept. 11. 
Some students said even a 
year later, things can still be 
done to help with the aftermath 
of the attacks. 
"Even though it's been 
year, there is so much that we 
can still do to help," junior Amy 
ZavnN said. "And with the pro- 
grams being put on, we can feel 
like we're doing something to 
help even down here in the 
middk' of Virginia." 
All members of the JMU 
community are invited hi par- 
ticipate in the folknving events: 
At 8:15 a.m., there will be an 
mtertaith prayer service at 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
planned by Campus Ministries. 
Four times during the morning 
— at 8:46 a.m., 9.03 a.m., 9:43 
a.m. and 10:10 a.m. — the 
Wilson Hall bells will toll, mark- 
ing the times of the four plane 
crashes into the World Trade 
Center, the Pentagon and west- 
em Pennsylvania. From 11 a.m. 
to noon, red, white and blue rib- 
boas will be distributed on the 
commons for the JMU commu- 
nity to wear in recognition of 
thevictimsofSept.l]. 
At noon, a flag ceremony in 
front of Wilson Hall will take 
place and a campus-wide five 
minutes of silence will be 
observed. The JMU ROTC 
Color Guard will raise the flags 
before a moment of silence, after 
which two students will play 
"Taps." The day's memorial 
events culminate at 9 p.m., with 
a candlelight vigil on the com- 
mons. JMU's a capella musical 
set JMU, page 5 
SEPTEMBER 11TH COMMEMORATIVE EVEMTS 
Tuesday, September 10th 
9 a-m. 2 p.m. SCA American Red Cross blood drive 
at the Convocation Center 
Wednesday, September 11th 
8 am. Campus Ministries 
prayer service at 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
8:46,9*>3.9:43, and lftl0a.ro. 
Wilson Hall bells toll 
1:00 a.m. l*x>n Ribbons 
distributed on commons 
N< ion Flag ceremony at 
WUson Hall and campus- 
wide five minutes of 
silence 
91X1 p.m. Candlelight vigil on the commons 
SARAH STANrrZ/jn»*,-. editor 
JMU blocks Wildcats' rally 







BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
With the help of its spe- 
cial teams play, JMU over- 
came two late fumbles to 
hold off the University of 
New Hampshire 20-14 
Saturday at Bridgeforth 
Stadium The Dukes' win 
marked the first Atlanta 10 
victory in two seasons. 
Trl great to get a win," 











been though a lot and we've 
had trouble finishing." 
JMU had several chances 
to put the game away, but 
could not convert. 
New Hampshire pinned 
the Dukes at their own one 
yard line after punting on a 
fake field goal attempt. JMU 
got out of trouble with the 
help of two consecutiv e 1 V 
yard runs and a 29-yard run 
by red-shirt sophomore tail- 
back Pervis Binns. 
After a 22-yard pass from 
red-shirt sophomore quar- 
terback Matt LeZortc to jun- 
ior wide receiver Alan 
Harrison, the Dukes had 
first and goal on the five 
yard line as the third quarter 
winded down. 
set BRADIJiY, page 14 
TRAVIS (XBiGBiPfHJirmtir phmotniprnr 
Redstart sophomore tailback Rond.ll Bradley .cored both of the Duke.' touchdown* Saturday In their win over the 
Wildcat.. Bradley'. 155 ruining yard* on 27 came, helped Bradley earn Atlantic 10 Offenalve Player of the Week honor.. 
Bond to provide funds 
Voters called to pass resolution for $99.9 million 
BY DAVE NORMAN 
contributing writer 
A ballot resolution could 
provide JMU with $99.9 million 
for seven construction projects. 
But from the wording on the 
ballot, voters may not know 
what they're voting for or 
against Nov. 5. 
Mils spring, the Virginia 
General Assembly approved a 
general obligation bond pack- 
age for statewide educational 
facility capital projects All 
Virginia public colleges and uni- 
versities will receive money 
from the referendum, while 
JMU would get the most, 11 per- 
cent. In addition to voting for 
political candidates, the ballot 
will include a state-wide vote on 
this referendum. 
"We're long overdue in reno- 
vation projects," said junior 
Levar Stoney, student body 
president and the only student 
member on JMU's bond steer- 
ing committee. "So with stu- 
dents' help, we can finally reap 
the benefits that we've been 
promised for a long time " 
Director of University 
Communications Fred Hilton 
said the bill is "key to the future 
of the university." Hilton also 
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library at CISAT 
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renovation of Miller Hall 
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BY BRIDGET HANNON 
contributing writer 
Carrier Library now offers 
students, faculty and staff the 
opportunity to check out wire- 
less laptop computers. 
As of Sept. 2, anyone with a 
JAC card can go to the base- 
ment of the library and check 
out one of the four new wireless 
computers waiting to be used. 
Currently there are four 
wireless, Dell laptop comput- 
ers available for use. The laptop 
computers are equipped with 
all the standard software that is 
available on regular computers 
in the library. Junior James 
Foster, who worns at the Media 
Resource Circulation desk in 
the basement of Carrier 
Library, said, "They are really 
nice Dell laptops, fully loaded 
with programs." 
Akmg with the standard soft- 
ware — Microsoft Office, WS-FTP 
Mulberry e-mail Putty, Falcon 
and Leo — the new computers 
also have some of the perils that 
come with new technology. 
"Eventually the whole 
building will have access to the 
wireless," said Alex Adjei, 
administration and office spe- 
cialist to Carrier Library. Right 
now, Adjei said the computers 
can be used anywhere on levels 
one, two and three. "However, 
anyone who has a laptop can 
build into the network," Adjei 
said, explaining that anyone can 
plug into the system if they 
have the necessary wireless card 
and have downloaded the Cisco 
VPN client. To see exactly which 
areas in the library are covered 
by the Wireless Network 
Project, visit the Web site at 
www.jmu.edu/computing/net- 
u\>rkAibrary~covcrageshtm. 
"As of nght now students 
cannot leave the library [with 
the laptops) mostly for security 
veUBKAKY.pag'S 
MATT TARASEU A/irntnr r**i»iv>*" 
Four new Doll laptops are now 
available In Carrier Library. 
Energy drinks 
nothing but 
bunch of bull? 
BY JANE MCHUGH 
senior writer 
When looking for a quick 
burst of energy, some students 
will reach for a can of Red Bull. 
However, others believe that 
drinks and bars aimed at deliv- 
ering energy quickly are just 
that — a bunch of bull. 
Surprisingly, both groups may 
be right. 
"Any food [orj beverage 
that provides calories, provides 
energy,' saidl4khaieCavo». a 
.it     ■ 1 tai    (tin - 
versify health center "So 1 
think they do give the user 
energy at least short term." 
According to Cavoto, the 
burst in energy that a user may 
feel has to do with whether or 
not he or she has eaten recently. 
If nutrition intake has been 
limited throughout the day, the 
PowerBar or Mountain Dew 
AMP "will feel like a jolt or 
burst to this deprived body," 
Cavoto said. "If, however, a 
student takes the time to eat 
well throughout the day... the 
product may indeed have less 
of an impact." 
-66  
The placebo effect of 
supplements is likely. 
— Jen Bowe 
nutnlion analyst. UREC 
 99 
Jen Bowe, a nutrihon ana- 
lyst at UREC, said every per- 
son's body reacts differently to 
energy drinks. "Drinks such as 
Red Bull can cause an increase 
in energy," she said, "especial- 
ly |for| those who are sensitive 
to the effects of caffeine." 
Even if a user does feel 
more energized. Bowe said the 
result might be psychological. 
"The placebo effect of supple- 
ments is likely. If one truly 
believes that a product will 
give them energy, they will 
probably feel more energized." 
According to WebMd 
(www.webmd.com), "energy 
bars are fine in a pinch, but 
they're far from an ideal food. 
Many, in fact, are nothing but 
glorified candy bars." 
Whether or not a person 
chooses to indulge in energy 
products. Tracey Brooks, a 
nutrition analyst at UREC, said 
results will vary depending on 
the contents of the product. 
Brooks said it is important to 
look for energy bars with plenty 
of carbohydrates "since they are 
the body's preferred energy 
source." Additionally, she said a 
bar that is high in protein, vita- 
nuns and minerals and low in 
fat is the most effective. 
"An energy drink should 
be fairly low in sugar," Brooks 
said. "The drink should jalso| 
contain equal amounts of 
potassium and sodium (50mg 
see ENERGY, page 5 
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DUKE DAYS  EVENTS CALENDAR 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 
• Reception tor mtntogy and anthrwpoliigy students and facul- 
ty, 2 to 3 p.m. in Sheldiwi 114. For more information, call Linger 
Uary,x8^171. 
r* Pi Sij*m.i BpaOan, .i co-ed professional business fraternity, is 
having -in Informational meeting from 7 to** p.m. in Taylor 404 
today and tomorrow. For more information, contact Erin Graves 
at x2-4634 mgnvrsHc. 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 
• Club tennis tryouK 4t15 to 6 p.m. .it the Hillside tennis 
courts. Tuesday thnnifih Thursday. You must pick two days to 
attend. For queMions, e mail Evan at schwartl. 
• EQUAL, JMU s women's rights organization, meets 
at 6 p.m in Taylor 303. For more information go to 
iVjis./mu niu/rqual. 
• Madison Marketing Association will be having its first infor- 
mational meeting at 7 p.m. in Showker 105. Come check out 
JMU's award winning Collegiate Chapter of American 
Marketing Association. It's a great marketing experience and 
looks good on four resume. All majors and years are welcome. 
Questions? E-mail Lisa at berryham. 
• The Pre-Physical Therapy Society is having its first meeting of 
the year at 8 p.m. in HHS1202. For more information, e-mail 
kennedse 
• UREC is offering a Water Polo clinic fmm 8 to 9 p.m. for those 
interested in foining the men's or women's water polo team. 
Register by today for this free event. For more information, con- 
tact UREC at x8-8700. With questions, call Leigh at 438-2383 or 
the UREC Marketing Office at *8-8728. 
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: 
E-mail Khalil of Vie Breeze at garriokp with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.) 
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a 
Thursday issue. 
POLICE LOG 
Bv SHAKOS HI BAKN1 i 
police log reporter 
A JMU student reported the larceny of 
a men's 21-speed mountain bike from 
Logan Hall between Aug. 27 at 9 p m. 
and Sept 2 at 10 30 am 
In other matters, campus police report 
the following: 
Petty Larceny 
Sean P Drury, 22, of Leonardtown. 
Md.. was arrested and charged with 
petty larceny on Greek Row Sept. 4 
at 5:22 p.m. 
A JMU staff member reported the lar- 
ceny of a parking decal In C-12 lot 
between Sept 4 at8 am. and Sept 
5 at 7:45 a.m. 
Underage Possession of 
Alcohol 
Kathnn T Brinn, 18, of Chantilly, was 
arrested and charged with underage 
possession of alcohol in Wilson Hall 
Sept 6 at 1:35 a.m. 
Karen F Jenkins, 19. ol Luray. was 
arrested and charged with underage 
possession of alchohol in Weaver 
Hall Sept 6 at 230 am The student 
was unresponsive and was transport- 
ed to RMH for alcohol poisoning. 
Hit and Run 
A hit and run occurred in E-1 lot Sept. 
3 at 7:45 p.m. A warrant service has 
been issued for Blake J. Dunlow, 19, 
of Portsmouth 
Number of drunk in public charges 
since Aug. 26. 6 
Number of parking tickets issued 
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How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each 
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10 
per column inch 
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office 
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Saturday      An encore preformance 
Seilt. 14til of one of JMU's 
9:30 most requested bands 
JAM a TRANCE NATIONAL SENSATION 
"lake Trout" 
with guest, JMU's own 
British Andy' 
Purchase advance tickets at Mainstreet 
and receive $2.00 off 
Admission with JAC Card, or show JMU 
ID at the door for discount... 
JUST $10.00! 
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at Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg 
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NEWS 
■ Living up to its name 
With the completion of 
Sept. 11 construction repairs, 
the Pentagon now has five 
sides again. 
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"The reason I decided to stay 
was to follow through." 
DAVE MILLS 
campus coordinator for FLEX 
off campus 
SM stary Mow 
Mills ties students, town closer 
Former SGA president now employed to keep FLEX off campus a reality 
BY KKRRI SAMPLE 
staff writer 
Getting FLEX off campus 
was just a twinkle in recent 
graduate Dnve Milk' ('02) eye in 
1997. Even after graduating, 
Mills continues to work tireless- 
ly on allowing students to use 
their J AC cards off campus. 
When he came to JMU Mills 
was less than impressed with 
the small-town atmosphere of 
Harrisonburg I was none too 
pleased about coming hen' ini- 
tially," Mills said. "I felt it WM 
too far away from the city, I 
wanted to study government 
and I wanted to be whew all the 
action was." 
Having devoted much of his 
time to student government 
throughout high school, Mills 
said he decided to take some 
time for himself during his 
freshman and sophomore years. 
"I was really burned out 
SGA-wise," Mills said. "I 
made a promise that when I 
came here I would not join 
the Student Government 
Association. I would just 
come to college for what I 
imagined college to be for." 
However, after studying in 
Washington his second HBMi 
ter of his junior year. Mills 
changed his mind about getting 
involved with Student 
Government. "I was seduced 
into joining SGA," MilLs said. 
After returning to |ML', Mill-. 
was elected as an SGA senator, 
and the following year he took 
the big leap and decided to run 
for SGA president 
"The decision to run was 
tough, but I think a good meas- 
ure of any campaign, when 
you're trying to decide whether 
or not to run, is to think there is 
something important," Mills 
said. "You can't stop to think, 
'what if I win? what would you 
do if you didn't get elected? 
would you stay involved?' 
"The most important thing 
was that I thought there was 
something not being said in the 
election, and if my presence in 
the election could bring those 
things up, then it was worth it." 
-66- 
We were just chipping a 
hole in the dam, but 
once there's one leak 




FLEX off campus 
 99 
Community was the word 
Mills thought was missing from 
the campaign speeches and 
voter's minds. In the aftermath 
of the Forrest Hills nots in the 
fall of 2000. Harrisonburg resi- 
dents and JMU students were at 
odds. But Mills felt JMU stu- 
dents wen-n't realizing what 
treasures Harrisonburg holds. 
"Harrisonburg has its charac- 
ter, and believe it or not, the char- 
acter of this city actually suits the 
character of JMU students." 
Mills said he knew student 
business was important to 
Harrisonburg merchants, and if 
students had a more convenient 
way to benefit these merchants, 
then relationships could possi- 
bly improve. 
"We were all together in this 
one respect," Mills said. "So we 
just took it from then-." 
Out of this common inter- 
est the plan to institute FLEX 
off campus was born. "It's a 
great first step toward solidify- 
ing a positive relationship 
between students and the rest 
of the community." Mills said 
"It was exactly what the doctor 
ordered for a community-ori- 
ented campaign." 
Accepted warmly by the 
university, the idea was sent to 
the state attorney general. 
Months passed with no word. 
"We wen' just chipping a hole in 
the dam, but once there's one 
leak the whole wall comes 
down,'' Mills said. 
However, the night he gave 
his farewell speech to the SGA, 
FLEX off campus had become a 
reality Modeled after Virginia 
Tech's program, Hokie Dollars, 
Mills and other SGA members 
worked hard to get local busi- 
nesses interested. Starting with 
just four businesses, the pro- 
gram has grown to include 17. 
But Mills' job wasn't done 
yet. "1 was hired in June to be 
New campus coordlnirtor for FLEX off campus Dave Mills ('02) 
the businesses In Harrisonburg where JMU students can now u 
the campus coordinator for 
the FLEX off-campus pro- 
gram," Mills said, proud that 
he was invited to watch his 
brainchild flourish. "This pro- 
gram is so important to me, 
this school is so important to 
me, and this community is so 
important to me that I could- 
n't imagine just leaving and 
throwing it to the wolves." 
Mills complimented the sac- 
rifices that the school and JMU 
President Linwood Rose have 
made in the wake of Virginia's 
budget cutbacks to keep push- 
ing the FLEX off-campus pro- 
gram. "They really tightened 
their belts to make sure FLEX off 
campus didn't go the way of a 
million other things at JMU 
because of budget cutbacks." 
Mills continues to serve the 
JMU student body, trying to sign 
on more merchants and bring 
the students what they wanted. 
"I hope this will draw students 
off campus to try something 
new, anything to get students 
into downtown, to the commer- 
cial areas of town." Mills said. 
Mills   doesn't   stop   then' 
KARl N kl PI I \A\'\uiftptuxoqniphti 
displays a poster advertising all 
se FLEX off campus. 
though. "The reason I decided 
to stay was to follow through. 
We promised everyone that we 
would do this. You stay in a 
community long enough, and if 
you're fortunate, then they'll 
choose you to represent them in 
a different capacity." 
FLEX off-campus specials 
run this week through 
Thursday, with specials at area 
participants. For more informa- 
tion about using FLEX off cam- 
pus and a list of the area's ven- 
dors, visit www.jmu.edu/cardc- 
tr/offcshtml. 
From ruins, Pentagon renewed |Class of '54 
BY SUM VOOBL 
The Washinxttm Pi/sl 
We need a goal, a Pentagon con- 
struction worker told W. lee Evey. 
It was a few weeks after Sept. 
11, and Fvey, the head of the 
Pentagon renovation program, 
was walking through the ,irea 
clemolished by the hijacked plane 
and blackened by fire when a 
group of laborers stopped him. 
"We've all been talking 
about it, and we think the goal 
ought to be that you move peo- 
ple back within a year," their 
leader said. "Not everybody, 
that's probably impossible, but 
some reasonable number." 
Evey considered the Idea. The 
worst thing he could do was 
establish a goal that they could 
not achieve. He needed a target 
that was really a stretch, but at 
least possible. He soon declared 
the goal: By Sept. 11, 2002, the 
outer ring of the Pentagon laying 
in ruins would be completely 
inhabited by office workers, dub- 
bing the construction "The 
Phoenix I*n)jeet." 
As Evey walked around the 
building in subsequent days, 
more construction workers 
came up to him. 
"Are you nuts?" they asked. 
On Monday, the last group of 
employees will move into their E 
Ring offices at the Pentagon, and 
the outer ring where a Boeing 7^7 
jet struck the building will be fully 
occupied. "Not a made-for-TV 
sham when* people sit there with 
little plastic computer simulations 
that aren't hooked up to anything 
and a phone that doesn't work," 
Evey siu) Real computers 
tanked up to real networks doing 
real work with real phones, 
everything functional." 
Evey's most important deo- 
skm may have been to hire struc- 
tural engineer Allyn Kilsheimer. 
I *«ding an army of several 
thousand workers itching to 
respond to the terrorist attack, 
Evey and Kilsheimer turned a con- 
stnicnon project into a crusade. 
I ve\ wen! In Kilstaimer on 
Friday, Hint' days after S-pt II, 
and said he wanted him to take 
charge of the demolition and 
redesign, and work with AMEC 
to rebuild the IVntagort 
lhat Sunday night, they signed 
a contract Then they had to wait 
For two weeks, the she remained a 
crime scene Evey Ml helpless, his 
program on hold. It was the longiM 
two weeks of his life. Finally, they 
took control of the site. 
I wrvthing had to be done 
WWlng respirators and white 
l\vi-\ Mill's tor protei tion from 
hazardous materials — everyone 
but Kilsheimer, who refused to 
wear the "bunny suits," as he 
derisively called them. 
demolition as tmon M he gntnod 
control of the building. But with a 
Pentagon memorial service 
planned at the one-month mark, 
he began to have second 
thoughts. What's it going to be 
like for the families to be on that 
side of the building, and we're 
over on this side of the building 
just ripping the hell out of it? It 
didn't seem right. 
They used the time to do other 
things — bring in top-drawer 
equipment, plan the pn^ect and 
zero in on what needed to be taken 
down. The original building had 
gone up in 16 months during 
World War II; what drawings 
existed were not terribly good. 
kilsheimer was worried 
about getting limestone for the 
exterior, because the quarries 
would be closing for the winter. 
They contacted Bybee Stone Co. 
in Indiana, where the original 
Pentagon limestone had come 
fmm, and asked them to quarry 
many bkKks. Bybee called back a 
day later and told him, don't 
worry, we're going to stay open 
for trie winter to do this. 
They found that attitude almost 
everywhere. AH you had to say 
was, "I'm calling from the 
Pentagon numstructiun,'' and peo- 
ple would instantly want to help. 
IX-molition began Oct. 18 and 
continued 24 hours a day, seven 
Ivev  had  planned  to start     days a week 
PHOTO CINIRTESY <>F MM Ua»p«m 
Deputy Secretary of Defers P^ 
effort, place a time captute behind the piece of fenestone completing the buarJng't western facade. 
The .U-n^ aui.... «%M -  \ ~a 
expected to take eight months 
was halfway done in two weeks, 
they ended up taking out 
close to a 400,000-iquare-foot rec- 
tangle, removing 57 AX) tons of 
debris and demolishing some 
undamaged areas to make a dean 
I ut saving time and money. 
The demolition did more than 
save time. It set the stage, 
Kilsheimer thought. The fact that 
they finished faster man expected 
meant that the next guy was going 
to beat the schedule by even more. 
Rebar went up, cement was 
poured, and the momentum kept 
building through the holidays 
The workers made it clear that 
they intended to work straight 
through. Evey tried to shut it 
down over Christmas, and 64 
workers protested. 
In the new year, me building 
started coming out of the ground. 
The second-floor slab had been 
poured, and columns were rising 
for the tlurd fkxv, visible above all 
the trailers and clutter on the 
ground. Pentagon employees, 
driving to work on Route 27 early 
in the morning with construction 
floodlights illuminating the 
building could see it rising. 
Construction firms that were 
normally competitors were work- 
ing together. NocKxJy argued 
over who got what job. It was 
who could do the job fastest and 
best, and who could stay awake 
the longest. 
Evey was at the constructkin 
site at least three days a week at 
5:30 in the morning just to shake 
hands. The 24/7 pace had 
evolved to 20 hours a day, six 
days a week by the spring, but it 
was still frenetic. 
The first limestone went up on 
the facade at the end i>f February 
About the six-month mark, a dis- 
play clock counting down to Sept 
II was erected. In April, the roof 
was finished. 
The Phoenix Project was in the 
home stretch. There was plenty of 
work still to be done inside the 
building, but nobody doubted 
that they would finish by Sept. 11. 
After giving a year of their 
lives to the project, returning to 
normal life could prove hard. 
kilslx-inier will pnibably blow 
apart on Sept. 12, his wife says. 
The Pentagon renovation will 
continue at full throttle, with the 
completion date accelerated four 
years to 2010. But Evey will not be 
there to see it through After 32 
years, he will retire from govern- 
ment service Sept 16 He had 
expected to retire last January, but 
Sept. 11 changed that. 
dedicates on- 
campus chapel 
BY KIT COLLINS 
contributing writer 
Forty-eight years ago, Madison 
College's Class of 1954 had a 
dream. Tomorrow, after much 
planning and dedication, this 
dream will come true. 
Johnnie Thompson Terry, 
president of the class of '54, 
along with classmates Anne 
Hubbard Southworth, Marie 
Longest Edwards. Maria 
Manos Waters and Dona 
Frantz Weakly is heading up 
the first interfaith sanctuary 
on JMU's campus open to 
anyone, regardless of denom- 
ination or creed. 
Located on the second floor 
of Taylor Hall, the interfaith 
chapel will be blessed by Rev. 
]ohn Grace of |ML"s Interfaith 
Council, at 11 a.m. tomorrow. 
"We always thought it 
would be a very good thing to 
have a chapel on campus," Terry 
said. "Madison has always been 
looking for spirituality, and JMU 
believes in the development ofl 
the whole person, mind, body 
and spirit." 
Last September reinforced 
this idea, Terry said. "Sept. II 
was a part of this, because out 
of that horrific happening, a 
positive thing came of it. We 
felt there was a desire to 
bring all faiths together," 
Terry said. 
Southworth said, "(That 
date) reinforced a need to sup- 
port cherished faiths and val- 
ues and provide a spiritual 
focus on campus." 
According to Jason McClain, 
assistant to Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Doug Bmwn, 
the space that now contains the 
chapel was utilized as a coun- 
seling area last September. With 
this in mind, the chapel com- 
mittee thought this place an 
appropriate setting 
Lisa Horsch, capital gifts offi- 
cer of the JMU Development 
Staff, said, "I think it is a very 
important room on campus 
because there is not really a 
quiet place purposeful for 
meditation. The chapel w.il 
be a wonderful thing, and I 
expect it will be used heavily. 
As their 50th reunion approach- 
es, the Class of '54 looks for- 
ward to their gift to their 
Alma Mater.'' 
According to the commit- 
tee, there seemed to be no 
better way to contribute to 
JMU than this. Southworth 
said, "There are so many reli- 
gious groups and individu- 
als who could benefit from 
the cause. 
"There's nowhere on cam- 
pus where student!. an always 
go, regardless of denomination 
or faith, and we wanted a place 
where students, faculty or visi- 
tors could worship, meditate 
or just be quiet." 
-6 6 
We felt there was a 
desire to bring all faiths 
together. 
— Johnnie Thompson Terry 
president. 
Madison College Class of '54 
-95 
Terry said that because the 
mam purpose of this cause is to 
promote unity and peace, a 
stained glass window of a dove, 
symbolizing peace, will adorn 
the room. 
The symbols of all the major 
faiths will surround the border, 
along with the emblem of an 
open field, which represents 
faiths not yet known, seekers 
of a faith and those who have 
not yet found a faith, according 
to Terry. 
"We hope this worthy 
endeavor will offer a bright light 
ol tilth and hope for the future," 
Southworth MM 
She said the dedication is 
open to the public, but limited 
space is available in the chapel 
am also said the chapel's hours 
will be the same as those for 
Taylor Hall. 
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Large l-Topping 
One large round pizza 
with chee.e and one topping. 
)C'<cl'r.Plj*A 
Giant 1-Topping 
One giant round pizza 
with cheete and one topping. 
Large Value Pack 
Two large round one topping pizzai plur 
one large garlic bread or deirert.  CVtoore 
frOM Cinnamon Roll, Apple, or CV»o«late 
£j)CiCi'j.Pi«*A 
Giant Value Pack 
Two giant round one topping pizzai plui 
one large garlic bread or detieri.  CWoore 
from Cinnamon Roll, Apple, or Crw>«late 
)Cici'l.Pt22A 
Awesome Clubhouse 
Fantastic Pool Area 
High Speed Internet 
Spacious Floorplans 
4 Bedroom Units 
Individual Bathrooms 
Private Balconies 
24-HR Business Center 
^k 
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DON'T MISS OUT ON YOUR 
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Bond to fund seven major projects, if passed 
BOND, from page I 
noted that currently the build- 
ings on campus were not 
designed for future growth but 
to accommodate current capaci- 
ty levels adequately. 
The ballot will include the 
question: "Shall Chapter 859, 
Acts of the General Assembly 
of 2002, authorizing the 
issuance of general obliga- 
tion bonds of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
in the maximum amount of 
$900,488,645 pursuant to 
Article X, Section 9(b) of the 
Constitution of Virginia for 
capital projects for educa- 
tional facilities, take effect?" 
'It's an unfortunate reading 
of the resolution," said senior 
Andrew Dudik, student repre- 
sentation on the Board of 
Visitors. "I'm not sure why they 
worded it like that." 
But Stoney said the word- 
ing shouldn't be a problem. 
"I guarantee you that people 
are going to know about the 
bond and  how  it can help 
our university," he said. "It's 
just a matter of us educating 
the student body. They may 
not know now, but I guaran- 
tee they're going to know 
soon enough." 
Dudik said he's trying to 
raise student awareness and 
voter awareness for the refer- 
endum. "I guess the best we 
can do as supporters is get the 
word out," he said. "And 
when voters see the word 
'education' (on the ballot), 
hopefully they'll link that to 
the referendum we've dis- 
cussed with them." 
The Student Government 
Association usually holds reg- 
istration drives to get more 
students involved with elec- 
tions. But this year, Stoney 
said, the SGA is planning an 
even bigger voter campaign, in 
addition to passing a student 
senate resolution. 
"We hope that we do enough 
education on our part that when 
students go to the polls, theyll 
know what they're voting for," 
Stoney said. 
According to a press 
release from University 
Communications, "By 2010, 
the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia projects 
32,000 more students at 
Virginia public colleges and 
universities. Existing facilities 
cannot accommodate them. 
Without the new space the 
bonds will provide, these stu- 
dents will be forced to forego a 
college education or go out of 
state, at a higher cost to fami- 
lies, to earn their degrees." 
If the referendum is passed 
by a majority of voters on Nov. 
5, JMU's seven construction 
projects would be fazed-in over 
a six or seven year period, 
Hilton said. 
The first project would be a 
new Center for the Arts. The 
budget for this project is $29.8 
million with additional private 
funds alongside the bond cur- 
rently being raised, according to 
Media Relations. 
The second project would be 
to remedy the lack of a major 
recital facility for the school of 
music, which is estimated to 
cost $20.9 million. 
The third project is a pro- 
posed library costing $19.8 
million to be built on the east 
side of campus, specifically for 
1SAT students. The new 
library will meet two critical 
needs at JMU: space for spe- 
cialized science and technolo- 
gy resources and general 
study seating for students. 
Tne fourth project is the ren- 
ovation of Miller Hall, which 
was built in 1972 and will be the 
first of 11 academic buildings on 
the main side of campus to 
undergo repairs. It's slated to 
cost $13.9 million. 
Harrison Hall, one of the 
oldest buildings on campus, 
and its annex would be the 
framework for the fifth proj- 
ect. These two buildings 
would undergo extensive 
renovation pending passing 
of the bill. 
The updates and renova- 
tions to both I larrison Hall and 
Harrison Hall annex are esti- 
mated to cost $9.7 million. 
The sixth project would 
provide more efficient heating 
for the campus by connecting 
the two central heating plants 
that serve JMU, according to 
|MU Media Relations. This 
project would cost approxi- 
mately $4 million, according to 
Media Relations. 
The final project would be 
to implement more aides to 
students, staff and faculty with 
disabilities. The referendum 
delegates $1.8 million to bring 
[Mil's facilities into compli- 
ance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 
"The projects in the bond 
issue are vital to the future 
success of JMU and other col- 
leges and universities in 
Virginia," JMU President 
Linwood Rose said in a letter 
to alumni, parents of students 
and friends. "It is important as 
active citizens and political 
role players to vote." 
JMU remembers 
JMU, from page 1 
ensembles will lead the 
singing of appropriate selec- 
tions, and an open microphone 
will be available for people 
wishing to speak. 
The SGA is co-sponsoring a 
blood drive for the American 
Red Cross tomorrow from 9 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the 
Convocation Center. Donors can 
register for a time slot for the 
blood drive in the SGA office, 
room 234 in Taylor Hall. Donors 
of all blood types are needed 
due to a current blood shortage 
in many regions, according to 
the SGA. 
For additional information 
regarding the blood drive, stu- 
dents can contact HXjnna Harper, 
executive assistant to the presi- 
dent, by phone at x8-3695. 
Many say they feel 
Wednesday's events will 
serve to reunite the )MU 
community a year after it 
came together to honor lost 
loved ones and remember 
the tragedies. 
"I think Sept. 11 will offer 
a chance for all students to 
truly be 'All Together One' 
once again," SGA President 
Levar Stoney said. "Sept. 11 
came very unexpectedly, and 
this gives us an excellent 
opportunity to unite and 
respectfully remember here 
at home." 
Junior Keven McGarvey 
said, "I plan on going to the 
commons to get the ribbons 
and to the candelight vigil on 
Wednesday night. I think [the 
turnout] is going to be as big as 
last year's vigil; it hit home so 
much because of all the stu- 
dents here from Northern 
Virginia and the New 
York/New Jersey area. 
'There's still going to be a lot 
of anger, but we definitely start- 
ed the healing process," he said. 
For more information about 
the day's events, inquiries can 
be directed to the Student 
Government Association by 
phone at xft-6376 or on the Web 
at sga.jmu.edu. 
Library adds laptops 
LIBRARY, from page 1 
and theft reasons," said Kevin 
Pitchfotd of Media Resources 
and Classroom Technology. 
Pitchford said he was instru- 
mental in the set up and config- 
uration of the loaner lap tops for 
the library. 
-66- 
Idon't think many 
people know much 
about it. 
— Danielle Rackers 
sophomore 
59 
The same wireless technolo- 
gy will allow students who 
already own a laptop tap into 
the school's network in the 
library and around campus. 
According to the JMU com- 
puting network services Web 
site, www.fmu.edu/computing/net- 
work/wirelessshtml, 'The Cisco 
VPN client is required to con- 
nect to the JMU wireless net- 
work. The VPN client establish- 
es a secure connection to the 
Wireless LAN Gateway using 
your JMU e-ID and password 
for authentication." 
Along with the Cisco card, a 
wireless card, which can be pur- 
chased at the JMU bookstore, 
also is needed. In addition, stu- 
dents' personal laptop comput- 
ers have to meet the minimum 
JMU Wireless Network stan- 
dards. A list of these minimum 
standards can be viewed on the 
JMU computing services net- 
work Web site. 
Before the wireless pilot proj- 
ect, "There wasn't any place to 
connect your own computer to 
get onto the Internet," said 
Redia Leiding, assistant to the 
dean of JMU Libraries and 
Educational Technologies. The 
wireless pilot service not only 
surrounds Carrier Library, it 
also is available at eight other 
locations throughout campus. 
Right now its services include 
nine locations: Carrier Library, 
Taylor Down Under, Warren 
Hall, outside Carrier Library 
(between Keezell Hall and 
Gibbons Hall) and Zane 
Showker (nxHn 205 and the main 
foyer). According to the JMU 
Network Services Web site, four 
locations were added at the end 
of August. Service now is avail- 
able to the College Center, Leetou 
Alumni Center Hall, ISAT/CS 
and 11HS Main Corridor. 
"Unfortunately right now, 
there hasn't been a lot of success 
(with renting out computers!," 
sophomore Danielle Rackers said. 
Rackers, a barista at the 
Media Circulation Desk in the 
basement of Carrier Library, 
said, "I don't think many people 
know much about it." 
Adeji said, "I have seen a few 
students using the computers, 
but not too many." 
For more information on the 
Wireless Network Project and 
where to hook up personal lap- 
top computers, visit the JMU 




ENERGY, from page \ 
in  an eight ounce serving) 
and 10 to 20 grams of carbo- 
hydrates. 
"The body will have its peak 
energy when this ratio is main- 
tained with a diet rich in nutri- 
ent-dense foods," Brooks said. 
-66  
... why not reach for a 
tall glass of 1100 
percent I juice or... a 
peanut (butter) 
sandwich or a yogurt. 
— M illicit' Cavoto 
dietitian. Health Center 
9? 
According to Bowe, it is 
important to realize that "it is 
possible to have adverse reac- 
tions to certain products." 
Such reactions are not com- 
mon, but Bowe said consumers 
should research possible reac- 
tions if they are taking any kind 
of medication. "Steer clear of 
(Web) sites selling these prod- 
ucts, as they may not warn of 
potential... side effects." 
Cavoto said, "Remember 
that most of these products con- 
tarn significant caffeine, which is 
an addictive stimulant." 
Additionally, controversy 
surfaces over whether or not 
energy drinks and bars provide 
as great an amount of energy as 
foods such as fruit or bread. 
"If you find yourself hav- 
ing to jump start your system, 
why not reach for a tall glass 
of [100 percent) juice or ... a 
peanut (butter) sandwich or a 
yogurt," Cavoto said. "You'd 
probably come out ahead in 
the calorie department; I know 
you'd come out ahead in the 
wallet department, but most 
importantly, you'd be giving 
your body what it was meant 
to run on. The body's fuel of 
choice is real food, rich in vita- 
mins and minerals." 
heaitic bBFoite you 
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KROGER SHOPPING CTR 
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! WWM.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
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Check out Plan 9 tor new & 
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OPINION 
"Water isn't the only 
thing Americans are 
wasting." 
SM IMUM editorial, below 
"When you're single, your 
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HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
Students should be mindful of tendency to waste 
Unfortunately, it apparently 
t.i kes a state mandate to make us 
think about conserving 
resources. According to the Sept. 
5 issue of TV Breeze. Gov. Mark 
Wamer declared a state of emer- 
gency concerning Virginia's 
water supplies on Aug. 30. He 
signed an executive order, man- 
dating that institutions "refrain 
from any nonessential water 
use" and reduce water usage by 
at least 15 percent. 
As the Quad browns in the 
sun, we are forced to confront 
the issue of water conserva- 
tion. Deprived of long showers 
and green fields, we anxiously 
await the much-needed rain so 
we can go back to wasting 
water as usual. Until the MXl 
crisis, the idea that perhaps we 
should be conserving our lim- 
ited natural resources might 
not cross our minds. 
Water isn't the only thing 
Americans are wasting. The 
United States is the world's 
leading trash producer per capi- 
ta, consuming 80 percent of the 
world's resources (CQ 
Researcher, March 27, 1998), 
using up 2.5 million plastic bot- 
tles per hour and enough office 
and writing paper annually to 
build a 12-foot wall from Los 
Angeles to New York City. 
According to the same .irtulc. 
every week more than 500,000 
trees are used to produce the 
two-thirds of newspapers that 
never are recycled — a sobering 
fact to consider before dropping 
your Breeze in the trash can. 
|MU unabashedly follow* 
our national  precedent.  After 
being inundated in Health 101 
with warnings to respect the 
environment as pillars of per- 
sonal wellness, students throw 
out the advice with the garbage. 
Students seem to waste any- 
thing they can get their hands 
on, from water to paper to food. 
For example, according to the 
Dec. 6, 2001 issue of The Breeze, 
JMU's Community Service 
Learning Office helped plan 
"Clean Your Plate," an event 
aimed at illustrating how much 
food is wasted at JMU every 
day. From 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Nov. 13,2001, students wasted a 
whopping 463 pounds of food 
in l>hall. Based on that statisti, 
in one semester, 51356 pounds 
of food are thrown away just 
during lunch alone. 
As recently as last March, 
|MU did not even have the 
option of using recycled paper 
in its departments. According 
to the March 28 issue of The 
Breeze, the library was the first 
to make the switch to using 100 
percent recycled paper, with 
few departments following 
suit due to the higher cost of 
recycled paper. 
However, conserving the 
environment saves money in 
the long run. It is far cheaper to 
walk or carpool to campus man 
to bum fuel making the short 
commute every day. Taking 
shorter showers or turning on 
unused appliances makes for 
smaller water and electric bills. 
Cutting down on printing saves 
trees and FLEX dollars. 
It JMU does not curb its 
trend of wastefulness, it is 
only helping add another foot 
to the disgraceful imaginary 
wall of wasted paper span- 




Dans & Pats arr submitted antm\irum\l\ 
and printed on a %paie-a\aiUdtle basis. 
Submisuons arc Ixued upon one perum s 
optmon of a i/ivtit \iruation. person <•' fWM 
aiut do not wiewartly reflect the truth Pats 
E-mail darts and /Hits to brce/cdp<rthutniailxom 
Pat- Dart... 
ADAM SHARP 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Power of nature 
not beyond belief 
A "you-made-my-day" pat to the nicest 
girl ever for finding my cell phone at the bus 
stop and going way out ot her way to get it 
back to me. 
Sent in by a student ufai is reliavd that peo- 
ple really do care. 
A "with-your-attitude-and-intelligence-level- 
you'11-never-get-a-job" dart to the very loud and 
obnoxious CIS major who felt the need to pub- 
licly insult a professional organization that other 
people have put a lot of effort into 
From a fellow CIS major who tuts watched you 
behave like a moron for the last three years and won- 
ders if you have any class at all 
Dart... Pat... 
A "way-to-be-open-minded" dart to the 
individual who darted 77ir Breeze for allow- 
ing a student toexpn-ss his n-ltgious views 
Sent in by a student wlio feels tliat all beliefs 
and ideas, even effensive or controversial ones, 
deserve a forum for expression. 
A "whatchu-talkin'- 'bout-Willis" pat to my 
homeboy DeBo for finding that hot chick I 
went out with the other night. 
From a pimped out pktya uilo needed some direction 
Pat... 
A    "thanks-tor-showing-me-that |\H 
has-some-really-sweet-canng-guvs'' pat to 
the senior hockev plaver who gave a strand- 
ed girl a ride home at 4 a.m. 
Soil in by a grateful sophomore te/io now las 
anotlier reason to golojMU hockey game- 
Dart... 
A "lack-of-patriotism" dart to the JML ad min- 
istration for not canceling class on I .abor Day and 
Sept. 11. 
Sent in by some students wtw would like theoppor- 
tunity to observe tliose days and are disappointed tliat 
you do not feel the same. 
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Kevin Mann A 
Sieve Cembrinaki 
Flip De I uca 
Alan Neckowitz 
"To Ote press alone, chequered as it is unth abuses, 
the xoorld is indebted for all the triumphs which 
have been gained by 
reason and humanity over error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The hrnie editorial retleet* the < pinion «l the editmal 
Kurd j, .i whole, anil 11 nut nevewanlv itic opinion of anv 
individual ttaif member ft the Breere 
Edlton.il Board 
(eanine (ia»|e»ki 
TravB Clingcnreel ManagtnnF.dii.it 
feuica Hanebuiv Opinion BdaUl 
Letter* to the editor ihoukl he no nu*e than SCO worth, 
i.iKimm thouldhe no more than 1000 word*, and both 
will he piihlnhed on a irate available haM* I lies HUM he 
delivered to 7V BTCCIC l*v mam Tuetdav it^pn. 
TV Breere revtve* the nuht to edit (ot c lanty and apace 
Theorinitei' in tho teuton do nut nt. 
the i*Mnioii of the newipanct. thlt naff, m fame* 
Madison Univcmt* 
Before Wednesday, I was 
going to write about Student 
Organization Night. 1 was 
going to write about some 
petty problem that I had with 
some organizations.   1   was 
8Ding    to,    that    is,    until 
Wednesday night. That was 
when 1 was struck by silence. 
"/ knew why some 
ancient cultures 
worshipped a god of 
thunder and rain; 1 
was looking at it." 
Anmnd 8:30 p.m., just north 
of Harrisonburg I was walking 
to my car. I had plans to do 
some studying and then go to 
sleep early to make up for the 
past (ew nights that had bean 
long on books and short on 
sleep. I had just made a mental 
note to call a friend of mine 
when I looked up and saw it. 
It was enormous. II u as ,, 
gigantic gray monolith that 
towered into the sky. Th,- -k\ 
by that time had assumed the 
color of new blue jeans, and the 
outlines of the cloud stood out 
clearly. In times past I had seen 
the sky become dark gray with 
an onrushing wave of clouds, a 
marauding fnint invading the 
peaceful high of a sunny dbr) 
As a kid I had seen big white 
Euffy clouds sailing across a 
appy blue skv as I lav on my 
back in my yard. I never had 
seen a thunderhead striding 
across the earth before, though 
It was incredible. 
Suddenly the cold gray 
erupted. A hot white flash trans- 
formed the hard steel into soft 
white cotton. The contrast 
seared my eyes Then for the 
next 10 minutes I suxid trans- 
fixed as the ethereal being slow 
ly moved through the valley. 
Every 15 seconds or so a bright 
jagged streak exploded in birth 
and tore from one part of the 
lowering mass to another. As 
suddenly as the white-hot 
strands appeared, they quickly 
faded into the imposing con- 
avtcness that continued to inch 
its way along the ground. 
At that moment all I could 
say was "My God." Nothing 
else came. For a brief second I 
thought about running home to 
get a camera, but I was afraid I 
would miss something. I was 
mesmerized. From some dis- 
tant place in my mind 1 realized 
that the traffic was still rolling 
on Interstate 81. 1 wondered 
how anyone could continue 
driving while this fearsome 
creatun' stalked the earth. I 
knew, in that presumptuous 
thought that says. "If I were 
them," that I would have 
pulled over at the first sight of 
the unchained terror. 
I also knew exactly what one 
of my friends was talking about 
when he mentioned the wor- 
ship of nature 1 could not think 
of any truly accurate descrip- 
tion of what I saw other than 
the noun "deity." For a second 
my mind entertained the 
thought of a raging thunder- 
Ki«l leveling Harrisonburg with 
lightning bolts and howling 
winds I knew why some 
ancient cultures worshipped a 
god of thunder and rain; I was 
Itxiking at it. If I had heard a 
voice emanating fn>m the mas- 
sive cloud I would not have 
thought twice, but would have 
pnibably bowed down in wor- 
ship at that very spot. 
It was then that I noticed 
that there was no thunder. For 
10 minutes I had watched light- 
ning flash from one part of the 
cloud to another without hear- 
ing a trenien.ii HIS mil ol thun- 
der or even a faint rumble. The 
god nt the cloud, for all of its 
incredible display of beauty 
and majesty that had inspired 
such fear, was mute. 
As I had stood in wonder 
and awe, the sky's dark blue 
tones faded into the deep noth- 
ingness of black. When I finally 
wrenched my eyes away from 
see STUDENT, page 7 
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Natalie Ferber 
sophomore, health sciences 
"When yoi 
name, it's like a tiltfc 
prayer. I'm down on 
my knees, 1 xvanl to 
lake you Oiere." 
Brian Wilcox 
grad studcni, biology JUIJE WITHER S/ranrairigptoMmjuh, 
Topic: What is your favorite line ffam an 80s song? 
Brittany Hopkins 
sophomore, undeclared 
ft my cherry pie, 
__ so good site makes 
%nnim man cry." 
Matt McLaughlin 
senior, music performance 
BREEZE READER'S VIKW JESSICA WOOLWINE 
Another one bites the dust 
A person goes off to college 
for a variety of reasons, but one 
of them, let's face it, is to meet 
that special someone. For some 
reason, I have not been able to 
procure my so-called destiny 
and lasso a stud to take home to 
my parents. I think I was bom 
with a defective Mr. Right radar, 
or maybe he is slightly out of 
my range. Either way, I think I 
am the only one standing, the 
last of a dying breed. 
When you're single, your 
world revolves around your 
friends. There are specific 
people I count on, and who 
count on me, to be steady 
Friday and Saturday night 
dates. Calling up these friends 
to take a boxing class at UREC 
or go on a late-night run to 
Wal-mart never has taken 
prior planning. However, 
after a new significant other 
enters the picture, I prepare 
myself for the excuses. "I 
promised 'what's-her-name' 
that I would be at home when 
she called," or "I'm so sorry, 
'So-and-so' is coming over to 
watch 'Friends' then," and my 
favorite, "'What's-his-face' 
says we haven't been spend- 
ing enough time together." Of 
course, that excuse is never 
true when I saw them only 
two hours ago walking hand 
in hand to the class they have 
together. I hate to admit it, but 
my friends are dropping off 
like flies. 
It all st.irtiil this past spring 
when one of my childhood 
friends called and asked me to 
be in her wedding. Reality came 
crashing in soon after thus phone 
call. When had 1 lost my flower 
girl eligibility and become old 
enough to assume bridesmaid 
status? The thought of walking 
down the aisle, even though I'm 
not even close to marriage, makes 
me break out in a cold sweat. 
"It's only one wedding," I 
thought. "There shouldn't be 
anymore big decisions to face 
for another couple of years." 
I was wrong. 
"When had I lost my 
flower girl eligibility 
and become old 
enough to assume 
bridesmaid status?" 
On what I thought was an 
innocent outing to the beach 
this summer, my best friend 
informed me that her boyfriend 
had been discussing diamonds 
with her. Being an ex-softball 
player, naturally 1 was con- 
fused. It took a few minutes to 
conclude that she wasn't talk- 
ing about anything remotely 
related to a ball field. 
After a few hours of dev- 
astation, I decided to be a 
grown-up about the situa- 
tion. I did the only thing I 
could think to do — I bought 
her her first bridal magazine. 
We flipped through the 
pages that night, eying dress- 
es and reading about the best 
places to take your honey- 
moon. 1 still don't like the 
idea of sharing my best 
friend, but I can tolerate 
whatever makes her happy. 
Nonetheless, my panic 
reached an all-time high last 
week. A friend from my home- 
town church Instant Messaged 
me with her good news. She — 
surprise, surprise — is now 
engaged to her boyfriend of 
four years and a proud owner 
of a one-story, three-bedroom 
home. They plan on renovat- 
ing the house this year so it 
will be ready to move in after 
the wedding. With an upcom- 
ing wedding and a house 
underway, 1 think she's the 
winner. My only question is, 
does she know if she's ready 
for all winning entails? 
This list will go on, and 
frankly, I'm petrified. Can you 
blame me for wanting to play 
Red Rover with the couples 
walking happily around cam- 
pus? I should think not. I am 
only thinking of their single 
friends. I believe that at the 
overwhelming rate my friends 
are going, I may need to start 
the first chapter of Singles 
Anonymous at JMU. 
The truth is. I have no regrets 
about enjoying the benefits or 
being single. College is a learn- 
ing experience; it's a great place 
to acquire a higher education on 
multiple levels. If this means not 
having a steady Friday night 
date, I think I can learn to live 
with that kind of monotony. 
faska Woolwine is a junior 
SMAD major 
Student finds power of nature 
STUDENT, from page 6 
the storm god, I turned around 
and saw the stars. Once again, I 
was crushed by what I saw. 
The Big Dipper hung low 
from its hook in the sky The illit- 
erate part of my brain, the part of 
the mind that forgets all that has 
been shoved into it throughout 
14-plus years of formal school- 
ing, quickly estimated that the 
stars were no more than one 
thousand feet above the earth. 
As 1 slowly rotated my head I 
saw that all of the stars had bent 
down close to me. I remembered 
how 1 felt as a small kid under 
my grandparents' cherry tree, 
seeing the small cherries just a 
few feet away from my little 
hands. The stars were that close, 
flickering dots of white in the 
false ceiling of black. 
Again 1 expected to hear voic- 
es coming from these heavenly 
objects. Ursa Major, the Great 
Bear, could have swept his claws 
down onto me and I would not 
have doubted it for an instant. 
But the stars remained still and 
silent, mocking my infantik" idea 
that they might be alive. 
I remembered a psalm from 
the Bible that states, "The hen 
ens declare the glory of God; 
and the expanse of heaven 
shows the work of His hands" 
(Psalm 19:1). David could not 
have written those words from 
his room in Bethlehem, nor 
could he have penned those 
phrases while sitting in his 
palace in Jerusalem. Only out 
in a field or standing on a hill, 
alone under the hot sun or 
quiet under the pale moon, 
could he have experienced the 
wonder and awe necessary to 
make such a declaration. 
It is easy, while comfortably 
enjoying the benefits of civiliza- 
tion, to think that there is only 
one aspect of life — the physical. 
If you think that, I say you are 
wrong. Once we venture back 
into the natural world we dis- 
cover what billioas of other peo- 
ple all over the globe, present 
and past, know and have 
known: there is more. There was 
more than just a cumulonimbus 
cloud walking the valley floor 
VWdnesday night. There is more 
than a collection of gaseous bod- 
ies in the vacuum of space. 
There is more, but you can't find 
it under a micn»scope or discov- 
er it with high-tech sensors. You 
must go, you must see and you 
must believe. 
Adam M. Sharp is a ftiphomorr 
modern foreign languages major. 
YOUR MOM 
Get people's attention... 
write for Opinion 
breezeopinion ©hotmail.com 
While the Other Guys are 
"Chicken-tag" Out... 
Chanello's is Giving You 
Everything You Want! 
•BI vST Campus Deal 
Large 2 Topping Pizza ijpO*^7 JT 
•BEST Variety 
Choose From Pizza, Subs, 
Cheese Bread Sticks, Wings & Salad! 
•BEST Availability 
Open Until 2 am Daily 
Thurs-Sat. Open until 3:30 am 
•BEST Payment Option 
Use your JAC for Delivery 
Call, Order, Flex-it, Eat! 
You Deserve the Best. 
Call Chanello's Tonight! 
574-4700 
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg 
r'""' MasterCard JAC 
Hours: 
11 am-2 am Daily 
11 am-3:30 am Thurs-Sat. 
Monday Deal      |      Tuesday Deal 
2 Large I Add a 
1 Topping $10.99 j Two Liter        A9C 
Pizzas ! Coke 
not valid with any other otter • monday only   | limit one per order • tuesday only 
I   Wednesday Deal 
I Add an 
| Order of       .49<C 
i Breadsticks 
limit one per order • Wednesday only 
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HOROSCOPES CROSSWORD 
Today's Birthday (Sept. 9). You're pushed forward by a new, overwhelming desire to 
be treated with more respect. You do the job well, but that isn't enough. Let living well 
be your reward. 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging. 
!* 
Aries (March 21-ApriI 19) 
Today is a 7 - Your partner has 
9 some good ideas, so allow yourself 
to be dragged along. You might 
learn something useful in the 
process and also meet some new friends. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
^» I Today is a 7 - There's a tough 
-■B-)assignment waiting. II you have 
fXW the skills, you could get the fob. 
Let the boss know about your tal- 
ents. If there's no boss, advertise. 
Libra (Sept 23-Od 22) 
.       Today is an 8 - If it weren't for 
A I A mose P^ty m'es' you'd be run- 
*^^* rung free. Which rules? The ones 
that you have to comply with to 
get your paycheck. Learn to love em. 
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 7 - You're more into 
; action than talk, but you sure can 
get an earful now. Ask a leading 
question and stand back. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is an 8 - You may not 
have it all figured out. but plans 
for the future take shape. Don't 




Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
0 q^   Today is a 7 - A confidential 
V    + conversation with a family mem- 
ber or roommate could go even 
better than hoped. In a comfort- 
able setting, ask a leading question, then 
sit back and listen. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
Today is a 7 - It's easy for you to 
up      get the news out, but perhaps 
you should think before you do. 
Don't accidentally give away a 
secret you promised to keep. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) 
• Today is a 7 - Now is the time to 
I ask for that raise or increase 
* your prices. Important people 
' see you as being valuable, as 
well they should. 
M 
Today is an 8 - Meetings should 
g go well now. Contact providers 
^^^b from whom you want services. 
People will be in a chatty mood, 
so schedule more time than usual for 
each one. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Today is a 6 - Experience is need- 
1*     ed to beat your deadlines. You 
f9Jm\ either have it, or you're pelting 'l 
fast. This is good. It'll make next 
time easier. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-1 eb. 18) 
Today iunH. Others are having 
all sorts of ups and downs, but 
you're relatively steady. That's 
why you can sail through when 
the others get snagged. You're on top of 
the situation. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-      Today is a 7 - Conditions are per- 
fir&a. feet for buying a new tool or 
^r^^ appliance for home. Go ahead 
and make your life more pleas- 
ant. Buying last year's model will save 
you some cash. 
—Tribune Media Services 
ACROSS 




14 At some prior time 
15 Press for 
16 Don 
17 Start of a quip 
20 1924 Ferber 
novel 
21 Actress Claire 
22 "_ Miniver* 
23 Count on 
26 Trifle (with) 
29 Part 2 of quip 
36 Harvest goddess 
37 Younger Saarinen 
38 Bargain model: 
pref. 
39 Like a liberated 
woman? 
42 Elevated region 
44 Ring-shaped roll 
45 Vocal inflection 
47 Expected to arrive 
48 Part 3 of quip 
52 Kyushu volcano 
53 Contradict 
54 Pointed tool 
57 _ chi ch'uan 
59 Treble sign 
63 End of quip 
68 Involving punish- 
ment 
69 Meeting place for 
fabric 
70 Little woofs 
71 Remains behind 
72 Work units 
73 Phoenix five 
DOWN 
1 Clark's love 
2 Dope or skinny 
3 Wound cover 
4 Lapwings 
5 Buzz 
6 Parseghian of 
football 
7 Fire starter 
8 Deer head? 
9 Healthy retreat 
10 Embrace 
11 Molecule part 
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24 Island guitars, 
briefly 
25 Takes care of 
27 Hershiser of 
baseball 
28 Org. founded in 
1858 
29 College of the 
Southwest city 
30 Ms. Winfrey 
31 Employment 
32 Spring unexpect- 
edly 
33 1953 John Wayne 
movie 
34 Provide with a 
trait 
35 Sensory organs 
40 Spartan queen 
41 Wallach and 
Whitney 
43 Banana wrapper? 
46 Satellite, e.g. 
49 Plebiscite 
SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S  PUZZLE: 
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50 Exhale audibly 
51 Misleading attrac- 
tions 
54 Little snakes 
55 Sharpen 
56 Olin or Home 
58 Church part 
60 Island festivity 
61 Cable channel 
62 Actor Parker 
64 Kyser or Medford 
65 02 British Open 
winner 
66 Crone 
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A YEAR FROM A DAY 
A Brief Timeline of Sept. 11, 2001 Events 
Photo* cnurtay of AwociJIC PITS' 1   I I'M 1    |M'  ■  ■'' </ '" 
The West side of the Pentagon 
was struck at 9:43 a.m. on Sept. 
11. Over 189 lives were lost in 
the accident. 
PhMu tnunw nfTlic Bhml.mc Ml I ISS Ml Ml s 
In honor of the devastation to the 
Work) Trade Center, the Empire 
State building was lit with red, white 
and blue florescent lights. The twin 
towers would have been viewed 
behind the Empire State building. 
The twin towers stood at two 
different heights prior to Sept. 
11. The South tower was 
1,362 feet while the big broth- 
er tower stood at 1,368 feet. 
The towers took over eight 
years to complete. 
Students hold candles in 
rememberance at the candle- 
light vigil held on the com- 
mons, Sept. 11, 2001. The 
vigial drew over 2,000 stu- 
dents seeking an outlet to deal 
with the tradedy. 
On May 31, 2002, thousands 
of people united in a 20- 
minute observance that 
marked the end of the clean 
up where the World Trade 
Center once stood. 
STORY BY GARRET HILLER 
staff writer 
Much like the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy is 
an event tied to our parents' 
generation, the acts of violence on 
Sept. 11 may well become the defining 
moments of our own generation 
Almost a year has passed and 
America still mourns the day that it 
lost so many of its citizens. What fol- 
lows is a timeline of events from Sept. 
11,2001 to Sept. 11,2002. 
Tuesday, Sept 11,2001 
8:46 a.m. — A hijacked American 
Airlines commercial jetliner — Flight 
11, which left Boston en route to Los 
Angeles with 92 people aboard— 
slammed into the 110-story north 
tower of the World Trade Center in 
lower Manhattan. 
9:03 a.m. — A second hijacked 
plane — United Airlines Flight 175, 
which was seized while carrying 65 
people from Boston to Los Angeles — 
trailed across the New York sky and 
exploded into the side of the south 
World Trade Center tower. 
9:43 a.m. — Another hijacked com- 
mercial jetliner — American Airlines 
Flight 77 carrying 64 people — 
crashed into the west side of the 
Pentagon in Washington, D.C. 
9:50 a.m. — The south World Trade 
Center tower collapsed, about an hour 
after being hit by the plane. 
ID- in ,i m. — A fourth hijacked jet- 
liner — United Flight 93 from Newark, 
NJ, headed for San Francisco with 45 
people — crashed in western 
Pennsylvania, about 80 miles south- 
east of Pittsburgh. 
10i28 a.m. — The north twin tower 
fell to the ground sending clouds of 
thick debris and ash billowing 
through the city's streets. 
9 p.m. — An unofficial vigil held at 
JMU brought together over 2#» stu- 
dents. JMU acted in compliance with 
Gov. James Gilmore's request for state 
agencies and remained open. 
Sept 12, 2001 
Amid the enormous pile of rubble, 
which was once the World Trade 
Center, rescue workers completely 
dedicated themselves to their task, 
faced with the knowledge that some 
250 firefighters and police officers 
were trapped in the wreckage. 
The Pentagon rescue staff executed 
a mission to retrieve survivors from 
the west side of the building. 
Sept. 13,2001 
More details emerge of how the 
hijackers learned — at a U.S. aviation 
school — to pilot the aircrafts that Jfiey 
turned into flying bombs. 
Sept 14,2001 
A three-minute silence is observed 
across Europe. Meanwhile, in 
America, the FBI named 19 suspects 
and for the first time intelligence 
sources made a direct link between 
the attacks and Osama bin Laden. 
President Bush established a 
war cabinet of senior administra- 
tion officials. 
12-01) p m — JMU students, facul- 
ty and others gathered on the Quad as 
the Wilson Hall bells rang in remem- 
brance and mourning. 
Sept 15,2001 
President Bush named Osama bin 
l-aden as the prime suspect for the 
Sept. 11 atrocities. He told Americans 
to get ready for war. 
Hundreds of JMU students and 
Harrisonburg residents gathered at the 
Convocation Center to donate blood 
for the relief effort. 
Sept 27,2001 
Federal investigators released pho- 
tographs of the 19 men they suspect 
hijacked the four airplanes involved in 
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on the 
United States, calling on people who 
may have had contact with them in 
the past, to cooperate with the FBI. 
Oct 7, 2001 
In a televised address to the nation. 
President George Bush announced the 
start of hostilities directed at the 
Taliban and Osama bin Laden's train- 
ing camps in Afghanistan. 
Oct-Dec. 2001 
Biological terrorism took the 
United States by storm Hundreds of 
government workers, media represen- 
tatives and citizens contracted anthrax 
sent across the country via the postal 
system. Overall, 27 Americans were 
infected resulting in five deaths. 
Oct 28,2001 
For the first time in 47 days the 
search for survivors stopped, as the 
families of those who died in the 
attacks on the World Trade Center 
come to the first official memorial serv- 
ice in their honor. 
Nov. 25,2001 
American Taliban ]ohn Walker 
Lindh, 20, was captured by anti- 
Taliban forces in Afghanistan and held 
in a prison near Mazar-e Sharif, where 
he was questioned by CIA agents. 
Dec. 11, 2001 
US. Attorney General John 
Ashcroft announced what he said were 
the first federal indictments directly 
related to the Septll terror attacks. 
Ashcroft said Zacarias Moussaoui, a 
French citizen of Moroccan descent, 
was charged with conspiring with 
Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda to 
"murder thousands of people" in New 
York, Pennsylvania and the Pentagon. 
Dec. 19,2001 
Zacarias Moussaoui appeared 
before a U.S. magistrate in 
Alexandria. He was charged with 
conspiracy for murder, committing 
acts of terrorism, committing aircraft 
piracy, destroying an aircraft, destroy- 
ing property and using weapons of 
mass destruction. 
Dec. 22,2001 
The interim government of Hamid 
Karzai. the new Afghan leader This 
was the first transfer of power since 
the fall of Afghanistan's monarchy in 
1973 that was not marked by violence. 
March 11,2002 
At dusk, the temporary memorial 
"Tribute In Light" was lit for the first 
time near the site of the World Trade 
Center. The two giant light beams 
shined from dusk until 11 p.m. 
through April 13th. 
May 31,2002 
Thousands of onlookers ringed the 
rim of the World Trade Center site to 
watch the 20-minute observance that 
marked the end of the clean-up. 
June 11,2002 
A simple bronze box entombed in 
the Pentagon's reconstructed facade 
was a permanent reminder of the men 
and women who died. The box was 
placed in its permanent spot during a 
ceremony placing the last stone into 
the building. That final stone had 
"September 11,2001" carved into it 
July 16,2002 
Balancing competing goals for 
redevelopment and a victims' 
memorial, six preliminary plans for 
rebuilding the grounds of the 
World Trade Center and its adja- 
cent areas were unveiled. After a 
Cublic comment period, the Lower 
lanhattan Development Corp. will 
refine the proposals into three 
options by mid-September, hoping 
to settle on one master plan by the 
year's end. 
Simultaneously, a design competition for 
the memorial component will begin 
Wednesday, Sept 11,2002 
New York City will observe the first 
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks. There will be a reading of the 
names of the 2,812 people who were 
killed in the aftermath 
Proposals for a memorial of the 189 
lives lost at the Pentagon are due. The 
winning design will be announced on 
Dec. 23,2002. 
Western Pennsylvania had 45 casu- 
alties. All together United States lost 
3,046 people in the terrorist attacks. 
What will the future hold for 
the security of the United 
States and its citizens? With 
threats of terrorsim looming on the 
anniversary, as well as a possible pre- 
emptive strike against Iraq, will 
Americans' lives ever return to a sense 
of normalcy? 
These questions are difficult to 
answer but what cannot be denied is 
the will and strength of resolve that 
has helped the nation cope in perhaps 
the most horrific year in its history. 
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Christian Musicians Wanted! 
Why? To join l»o guitarists and » conga drummer in a Contemporary Worship Band. 
W here? Faith Community Church (A new church meeting at Mountain View Elementary 
School at 33 West on r rickson). 
When? Sundays from 10:00- It:00am (Crand Opening -October 6) 
Prerequisite: a love for Jesus and a pure desire to worship Him. We arc looking for 
worshipers who happen to be musicians as well. Vocalists also needed! 
Call and sec if this ministry area might be a place where I .ml can really use you. 
Contact person: Keith Hulton (434-3996) 
Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC 
DANIEL G. WITMER, M.D. 
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D. 
HERBERT E BING, M.D. 
JASON K GENTRY, M.D. 
C. LARRY WHIHEN, M.D. 
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D. 
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. 
SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
1540)434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348 
Fax (540)432-0518 
Katherine A. Martin, D.O. 
Family Practice Physician 
Same Ja\ appointments aiailoblc 
OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS 
Most insurance is accepted 
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine 
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages 
(540)  438-9292       I [65 S  HIRM Street   iNcxtio rood l.iun on Southaq 421 
60MF0F-T *ND INSPIRATION *4--|-?C£ 
ON THE Ve6fc AT WW.S?IWTUALITY.£OM 
Hflirra 1/n £ovei?A&e sepr. 1-1? 
AN 0P6N 6HAT POOM ALL DAY ON 1/11 
"Moment to pr*j" - liv» chat* at noon each d>f 
"reflection* on a changed WoiW - a live chat eertee 
plue article*, interview*, commentariee and more. 
Manpower 
is looking for. 
Manpower offers occasional, part-time 
and full time positions in a variety of 
work environments from construction 
to production and office to technical. 
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply! 
To register, stop by our office at 
2061-A Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Behind the Valley Mall 
at 9am or 2pm Monday thru Friday 
Be sure to bring two forms of ID 
MANPOWER 
Wt fuu! the bat i" t'M'none ami put it lu work' 
An Equal Opportunity hmplovci 
International Week 
September 21 -28,2002 
Fifth Annual World Cup   1 
James Madison University 
liere is ycur 
opportunity 
U change the past!!!! 
Come and compete as the 8 quarterfinal teams of 
World Cup 2002 and you can be the next Champion!!! 
it J1 
We have room for 8 teams. First come, first serve. 
You can sign up as a team or as an individual. 
Minimum of 7 players per team. 
If you sign up as a team, you must have a captain. 
Represented World cup countries are assigned randomly to the teams. 
If you are interested In participating, please come and sign up at (he CMISS office, 
Warren 245 no later than Wednesday, September 18, 2002. 
Should you have any questions, please contact Felix Wang it 
540-568-6636 or email: wangch@imu.edu 
www.lmu.edu/lnternational/iweek2002 
u 




UP TO $15,000 PER YEAR 
U.S. AIR FORCE 
R'OTC 
www.virginia.edu/~afrotc/ 
1 st Lt George Torres 
gt4w(q),virginia.edu 
(434) 924-6833 
Program is in cooperation with 
Univ of Virgina AFROTC Det 890       ^^. 
STYLE 
L. Swimming with thrills 
Swimfan hits theaters with an edgy and 
suspenseful splash. 
hull 
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"The process of sexual awakening seems to be 
nothing more than a gradual desensitization to 
physical contact." 
BECCA WORTHINGTON 
Sex in the Suburbs 
Local venue 
hosts Sept. 11 
benefit concert 
membrance 
Patriotism and music 
come together at Mainstreet 
Bar and Grill for a benefit 
concert this Wednesday, 
marking the anniversary of 
the Sept. 11 attacks 
Thfl event will raise money 
for the Sept. ll Children i 
Fund, while providing an out- 
let for reflection on the 
tragedy and the unity that 
swept the country afterwards. 
The concert, beginning at 
7:30 p.m., is featuring the bands 
Life of the Common, 
Swallowing Elizabeth, I.vm.in 
and Grounds For Anything. 
There is an admission fee 
of S3 for the under-21 crowd 
and S5 for those 21 and older. 
All of the proceeds will be 
donated to the charity. 
According to Tom Hall, 
owner of Mainstreet Bar and 
(.rill, the establishment has 
hosted benefit concerts before 
and hopes for a large turnout. 
"We don't know how peo- 
ple are going to react to the 
anniversary of Sept. 11, 
whether they're going to stay 
home and do a family thing or 
want to go out. We're doing our1 
part to show our support and 
we hope others will come out 
and do the same/' Hall said. 
According to sophomore 
Adam Lee, drummer for Life of 
the Common, the band had 
been trying to play with 
Grounds For Anything all sum- 
mer before being invited to 
plav with them at Mainstreet 
Bar and Grill 
"1 was hesitant to play a 
rock show on such a mourn- 
ful day. We said that we 
would play if all the proceeds 
would go to a Sept. 11 chari- 
ty," Lee said. 
/ think that musical 
expression is a nice 
way to commemorate 
Sept. 11... they can 
show their emotions 
through the music. 
— Lisa Rezner 
freshman 
~99 — 
The group researched Sept. 
11 charities on the Internet and 
decided on the Sept. 11 
Children's Fund. 
"We are expecting a large 
turnout to help raise money 
for such an incredible cause," 
Lee said. 
The Sept. 11 Children's 
Fund mission is to promote 
the long-term emotional, 
mental and physical health 
and well-being of the children 
and families affected by the 
Sept. 11 tragedy. 
The charity focuses sup- 
port on services for the chil- 
dren of workers who lost 
their lives at the World Trade 
Center, the Pentagon and on 
the four airplanes that 
crashed, as well as children 
of firefighters, police officers, 
EMTs and other rescue work- Z 
ers who gave their lives to", 
save others. 
The charity also gives to 
children in the nearby New 
York City and Washington, 
D.C. neighborhoods who are 
suffering severe emotional dis- - 
tress as a result of the tragedy. ! 
Services include grief coun-" 
seling, mental health support, 
tutoring and mentoring. 
The concert is expected to be 
a positive outlet for remember- 
ing such a painful experience.   " 
"I think that musical 
expression is a nice way to 
commemorate Sept. 11," fresh- 
man Lisa Rezner said. "1 think 
it'll be good for the musicians 
and the audience because they 
can show their emotions 
through the music." 
it? the suburbs 
SARAH STANITZftnvrti. i A/I/HI 
Making out: 
make it matter 
BY BKTA WORTHINGTON 
staff writer 
Whatever happened to mak- 
ing out? That's what I want to 
know. Just plain old making 
out. Here we ate in a society 
that has so much MX, we're 
practically bored with it, and 1 
can't get past the memory of my 
first kiss 
It was my 15lh birthday. 
My boyfriend and I were 
playing "spider" on the swing 
set of my elementary school 
playground. It was 10 o'clock 
at night in February and I was 
.baking like an epileptic, his 
hands on my waist and our 
faces two inches apart for 
hours My stomach was doing 
a Cirque de Soleil routine and 
he smelled like Polo Sport. I 
was wearing a striped 
sweater and jeans with I hole 
in one knee He kissed me 
mid-sentence and I almost 
had a heart attack. 
I remember the catch of 
breath, the texture of his 
tongue and how I couldn't 
quite figure out what to do 
with mine. It reminded me of 
being at the dentist when 
he's poking around and even 
though you try to keep your 
tongue out of the way, it ItUl 
keeps moving tow aid Hit 
tool anyway. 
I remember kissing tor 
hours, never getting bored, 
never quite holding still, the 
butterflies only growing 
stronger. I remember toting 
my spine completely when 
he touched my neck with a 
gloved hand. 
Where did all of Hal »■' 
The ptOCtM of sexual awaken- 
ing seems to be nothing more 
than a gradual desensitization 
to physical contact. In one 
relationship you go to a par- 
ticular line. In the next rela- 
lionship you push a little fur- 
ther into unchartered waters 
and st) on and so forth in a 
sexual succession. 
Everything is so txdting 
the first time you do it But 
where else is there to go onoB 
you've done it all? Maybe 
that's why people start with 
the whips and chains and hot 
wax and spanking. Maybe sex 
gets weird out of sheer bore- 
dom. I don't know. 
PeopU magazine just pub- 
lilhad an article on some- 
thing called "revirginiza- 
tion," a rising phenomenon 
in which couples that have 
been previously sexually 
.HMVC aeddi to stop having 
sex (Sept. 9 issue). There are 
many reasons to do this, 
according to Marilyn 
Ammon, co-founder of a 
group promoting abstinence 
in Waco, Texas. 
She said that people who 
opt lor a second virginity can 
"restor. -ill worth and 
regain feelings of control, and 
that s empowering. Some 
even use it as a litmus test to 
see if their relationship is 
about more than just se\ 
I >on t panic. Obviously, 
this suggestion is not for 
everyone. But it does make a 
point about what can be 
gained by Using the sex. 
The    other    day,    senior 
sn- RECLAIMING, page 12 
MANNA MARTINSONA tmtnfnmnft phDlininifvi 
Choreocrapher Shane O'Hara. a member of the thompson A trammed quartet, performs at the New Dance Festival. 
Faculty dances with expression 
New Dance Festival 2002 features thompson & trammell quartet 
BY JESS HANEBURY AND 
ANGELA MORGAN 
senior writer and 
contributing writer 
Dance faculty members 
Cynthia Thompson and Kate 
Trammell celebrated 20 years 
of dance performance this 
weekend in the New Dance 
Festival 2002. 
Over the years, the p.nr 
took on two male tMUWtri 
and now tour as the 
Thompson & Trammell quar- 
tet The concert, which con- 
sisted of five performances, 
was held in the Latimer- 
sh.u'ffer Theatre. 
William Seigh, a former 
JMU faculty member, 
opened the concert with his 
self-choreographed piece 
titled "Invisible." 
Exploration of human- 
ness was the main goal in 
the perfomance, Seigh said. 
Arms reached upward and 
I  insistent look towards 
the spotlight gave the 
impression of youthful curi- 
ousity. Seigh's loose attire 
kept him from being con- 
stricted in his exploration. 
"I wanted the audience to 
be reminded of a memory 
and make them think or feel 
something," Seigh said. 
Senior dance major Molly 
I A-hman said, "He was very 
open. His arms were like 
huge wings. It was like he 
was telling us a secret." 
In the second piece, titled 
"In the Spaces Between ... In 
between Spaces," choreogra- 
pher, performer and part- 
time faculty member 
Katrina Toew seemed to out- 
line the struggle of reaching 
a goal. Using rigid push and 
pull movements, it looked as 
if she was expressing to the 
audience her desire to over- 
come an obstacle. 
Although offstage pauses 
were a bit too long, the per- 
former successfully related 
to the audience that some- 
times people lose sight of 
their goals. As the lights 
rose, the contrast of IbtWI 
brilliantly red costume con- 
trasted the dimly lit stage. 
Her bright clothing gave 
the impression of standing 
out from the crowd. A video 
back drop overlayed the pic- 
ture of a woman and a hand 
drawing on a map used to 
express her journey to reach 
a destination or goal. 
Choreographer and per- 
former Shane O'Hara began 
his performance almost nude 
and expressed a contrast of 
feeling and emotion in his 
self-choreographed piece, 
"Skin Uvp 
Laying in a curled  up 
S>situ»n, O'Hara contrasted 
s thoughts which played 
as a recording over the 
music. The poet's voice 
expressed a hatred for out- 
side noise, but during the 
performance he proved to 
the audience that he actually 
lives on that noise by lifting 
himself fmm the floor, using 
the music as energy. 
As the volume rose, his 
movements became more 
open and fluid and he was 
able to use the whole space of 
the stage. The recording of his 
inner thoughts becomes loud- 
er and more nonsensical with 
contrasting words. 
ASept. 11 tribute, "Amidst 
the Chaos," was the second 
puve performed by Toews, 
choreographed by Suzanne 
Millcr-Corso. The video b.u k 
drop collaged footage fmm 
the Sept. II tragedy as well as 
some of other tragedies in his- 
tory. Children's music chimed 
along with the graphic 
footage. In an effort to 
express her own childhood 
innocence in a world full of 
see PERFORMERS. pa$e 12 
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'Swimfan' an ocean of 
romance, murder, thrills 
Poison 5 movie makes waves with twists and turns 
k*y    <• 
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Reclaiming those 
missing butterflies 
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND 
contributing writer 
Ladies, want to know how 
to keep boyfriends from cheat- 
ing? Take them to see the new 
thriller "Swimfan," which hit 
theaters Sept. 6. 
The movie, directed by John 
I'clson, follows the same basic 
idea of unrequited love gone 
over the edge. It has the theme 
of the classic thriller, "Fatal 
Attraction" and the more 
recent "Vanilla Sky," but man- 
ages to put its own twist on the 
unoriginal concept. 
The story centers on Ben 
Cronin, the high school's star 
swimmer and Madison Bell, the 
new girl. Ben, played by Jesse 
Bradford ("Bring It On"), 
appears to be the typical popular 
athlete, complete with the sweet 
girlfriend and goofy friends. 
Once Madison, played by Erika 
Christensen ("Traffic"),  walks 
into his life, everything takes a 
rum for the worse. He quickly 
becomes entangled in her web of 
lies and manipulation. 
"SWIMFAN" 
STARRING: 






Madison only can manipu- 
late him once because Ben 
realizes his mistake and 
quickly returns to his girl- 
friend Amy, played by Shiri 
Appleby ("Roswell") 
Madison spends the rest of 
the movie trying to win control 
over him again by taking every 
aspect of his life into her own 
hands and trying to tear it apart. 
Ihis struggle between Ben and 
Madison takes the audience on a 
wild ride with unexpected 
twists and rums. 
Don't be too sure about 
what will happen From 
romance to murder, this movie 
has it all. Several technical 
aspects contribute to the 
movie's success. The creative 
use of camera angles allows 
for the "thriller" effect. 
The exceptional use of 
underwater filming draws 
the viewer into the middle of 
the action. 
On several occasions, the 
filming techniques also help 
portray Madison in insanity. 
These elements give 
"Swimfan" almost an old 
Alfred Hitchcock movie feel. 
The actors may not win 
Academy awards, but they 
played convincing roles. 
Christensen shows a range 
transforming from sweet 
and innocent to psychotic at 
the end. 
Bradford's portrayal is phe- 
nomenal, and one actually can 
see him slowly grow more fran- 
tic as the movie progresses. 
While the movie provides 
character building and unex- 
pected twists, the end gave no 
conclusion. The entire movie 
continued to build and never 
offered either a climax or a reso- 
lution, leaving loose ends that 
never wen? tied. 
So even though 
"Swimfan" probably won't 
receive critical acclaim, it is a 
better use of time than 
"Scream" ever was — with a 
better soundtrack. This movie 
promises to keep an audience 
on the edge of its seat. 
HI 1 I MMING.frompage 11 
Trinity Baker was reminiscing 
about just that. "I had a 
moment the other day with a 
friend where we hugged, but 
we didn't let go," she said. "We 
just stood there. Everything 
was so heightened and so 
alive. I thought I could stand 
here and hug this man for the 
rest of my life. The innocence 
of it. Being completely taken in 
by one moment." 
Senior Sean Wathen said, 
"I think we've lost the joy of 
the small things. It's not that 
foreplay has lost its excite- 
ment. People have just for- 
gotten about it." 
So here is my proposal to 
you. Let's start making out 
again. For crying out loud 
let's reclaim our butterflies 
and start over. Let's let the 
insanity of anticipation weave 
its spell. Let's slow it down 
and start enjoying what we're 
doing for what it is and not 
for what it could lead up t„ 
Making out should not be ,i 
means to an end. 
I am an impatient person 
Everyone who knows me can 
vouch for that. But why are we 
all so frantic? Really, we have 
all the time in the world. Lei - 
use it to remember our inno 
cence, lost as it may be by now 
Wo still can find it again. I have 
faith in that. 
Performers light up stage 
Faculty and alumni provide new outlook for dance students 
PERFORMERS, from page U 
chaos, Toews quietly chanted, 
"Hush little Baby," during a 
break in the music. Toews' 
lack ol much actual movement 
during the performance was 
confusing and took away from 
the video rather than the 
video being a supplement to 
her own performance. 
In the last piece, Trammell 
and Thompson entertained the 
audience with a piece choreo- 
graphed by guest choreogra- 
pher Deborah Riley. 
Dressed in two shades of 
pink, they danced to songs 
"The Tale" and "The Memory 
Song." Dancing as if they were 
linked together by an invisible 
elastic band, they gave the 
impression of two women 
growing older together. 
They poked and prodded 
each other playfully as they 
seemed to help each other 
recall what it was like to be 
young. It felt as if the chosen 
music highlighted the fears 
and denials one goes through 
when becoming older. 
By the end, it is evident 
they have helped each other 
to accept and enjoy their age 
as they give more bounce to 
each step they walk together. 
This last performance was the 
highlight of an evening filled 
with poignant performances. 
The five performers lit up 
the stage during their 
dances. Students appreciated 
the ability to see the other 
side of their mentors. 
Senior Jessica Fanning, a 
dance major, said, "It's cool 
because it's our faculty and 
alumni [dancing on stage], so 
it's a whole new outlook for us 
on their perception of dance." 
HANNA MARTINSON/.wimfrii/i/ie ph,Ho$mpher 
Dance faculty members Cynthia Thompson and Kate Trammell 
perform during their 20th year together. 




Come to the open house 
TODAY at The Breeze office 
from 5 to 7 p.m. 
Free food and drinks!!! 
Or call Brenna and Alison 
X8-3151 
JMU Approved... lACard Merchant... Pay with your JACard 
Candie's Spa 
433-3322 THE  LOOK 
564 - 2770 
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open 7 days a week 
433.9181 
Cheap Nights at Acme 
AciTie VideO Use This Coupon For 
Rent 1, Get 1 Free 
Sunday-Thursday Only   Exp. 9/26/02 
VIDHT Kt. 33 East (wjrt to Wmndys, across from pareo's) 
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE 
Freefall almost a minute 
from 2 1/2 miles htgh 
from our 22 Jumper 
aircraft on your first skydrvel 
(540) 943-6587 
Complete information is on 
<c 
JMU Student Discounts 
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JMU HOUSEKEEPING STAFF 
We appreciate your year round dedication to making 
our campus a special place to live and work) 
NATIONAL HOUSEKEEPING IEEK 
SEPTEMBER 913 
jimple ^Pleasures L^afi i
GREAT FOOD 
REASONABLY PRICED 
Now Open for Dinner 
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L Wave fizzled out 
Women's soccer shut 
out Tulane University 
Friday. 3-0. 
SM story bckm 
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'...this win was significant for 
our program because we've 
had no wins in the ACC in 
two years." 
IRENE HORVAT 
field hockey coach 
SM story Maw 
THE PEN    1 FIELD HOCKEY 
is MIGHTIER 
DAN BOWMAN 
assistant sports editor 
Exactly 10 years ago, the 
powers that be in the United 
States decided after years of 
sending amateur basketball 
players to take on the world it 
the Olympic games, to go all out 
and send our very best profes- 
sion, il tfhldM just as the rest of 
the world had already been 
doing for years. 
That team, arguably the 
greatest basketball team ever 
assembled, came to be known 
as the Dream Team. Paving 
the path towards U.S.A. dom- 
ination were athletes such as 
Michael Jordan, Larry Bird 
and Magic Johnson. 
And truly there was no team 
that could beat the Dream Team 
of 1992. Try as they might, the 
rest of the world simply did not 
have an answer for a Patrick 
Ewing in his prime, let alone 
"hisAimess." 
-66- 
Gold medals just don't 
have the same allure to 




Dukes rally to beat Blue Devils for second win, earn Atlantic 
Coast Conference sweep with 2-1 vktoiy over Wake Forest 
A decade later, the U.S. 
commemorated its '92 Dream 
Team with yet another compi- 
lation of the world's finest. 
Or so it thought. Actually, 
this year's installment of 
U.S.A. basketball was about 
the sixth best in the world. 
Arrogant and overconfident, 
the 112 team, led by the likes 
of Ben Wallace. Baron Davis 
and Jermaine O'Neal entered 
the tournament with obvious- 
ly more bark than bite, and 
exited with their tails 
between their legs. 
So what went wrong for the 
US.A.? Correct me il I'm wrong, 
but aren't we supposed to 
absolutely obliterate other 
nations in basketball? Well for 
starters, the fact that Wallace. 
Davis and O'Neal were even 
thought about to represent the 
US.A. in foreign competition 
completely blows my mind. 
Now I'm not saying that these 
guys aren't quality basketball 
players — in fact, they're about 
the best their respective NBA 
teams have to offer. 
However, it seems 
pretty obvious that these 
guys wen? not ready for the 
spotlight of an entire nation 
(as opposed to an entire city) 
being shown tin (hem. 
Aside from the maturity 
factor,   these   guys   simply 
m-ren i good enough to play 
for the U.S.A. team. Where 
was Kobe Bryant? Where was 
Tim Duncan? Where was 
Kevin Garnett? The truth is, 
all of the above were sitting at 
home, waiting for a bigger 
slice of the pie from Uncle 
Sam. Gold medals just don't 
have the same allure to these 
guys, as say, the almighty 
endorsement buck anymore. 
Finally, credit has H in- 
given to the beefed up inter- 
national competition. While 
our greedy, money grubbing 
players complained about not 
getting enough, players such 
as Yugoslavia's Vlade Divac, 
Spain's Pao Gasol and the 
entire Argentinean national 
team (all of whom tasted 
success against the bitter 
United StatM) all played for 
the pride of representing 
their nations. 
At least the spirit of Amenca 
was represented well at the 
World Championships I'm sure 
Nike made enough money to 
May afloat for at least one more 
year Happy 10th Anniversary 
Dream Team 
BY MATT BROWNLEE 
staff writer 
The field hockey team 
fought through injuries, heat 
and dry turf Saturday after- 
noon to defeat the Duke 
University Blue Devils 3-2. The 
Dukes used two goals from 
senior back Elize van 
Ballegooie, as well as a goal 
and an assist from sophomore 
forward Veerle Goudswaard to 
stay undefeated in the part of 
the season. 
"This was a very important 
game for us," coach Irene 
Horvat said. "We have a tough 
three weeks coming up and this 
win was significant for our pro- 
gram because we've had no 
wins in the ACC in two years." 
The early going was a bit 
shaky for both sides, with high 
temperatures causing the 
Bridgeforth Stadium turf to be 
much harder and bouncier than 
normal. Junior forward Janelle 
I'erilis and red-shirt sophomore 
forward Alissa Santanna accli- 
mated themselves quickly 
though and nearly put the 
Dukes on the board just minutes 
into the game with a solid scor- 
ing threat from the left wing. 
Things took a rum for the worse 
just moments later, when start- 
ing goalkeeper red-shirt senior 
Kieman Ratio strained her back 
trying to block a shot and was 
forced to leave the game. Red- 
shirt freshman goalie Lori 
Amico was called upon to 
replace the injured veteran and 
did so beautifully. 
"Lori stepped up and played 
really well," junior midfielder 
Amy Cordes said. "She didn't 
have time to be scared, she came 
right in and did great." 
Seeing her first big game col- 
lege action ever, Amico was 
welcomed to the field by a bar- 
rage of Blue Devil shots, one of 
which found the net 14 minutes 
into the game. This goal seemed 
to spark a 











er and began 
an attack of their own. 
Sophomore midfielder Lindsay 
Coffman saved a potential Blue 
Devils goal by striidng a ball out 
of mid-air as it danced in front 
of the JMU net. 
With 12 minutes remaining 
in the first half, the Dukes final- 
ly caught their break. A Blue 
Devil penalty near the goal gave 
JMU a penalty shot. Van 
Ballegooie took full advantage, 
blasting a shot in the top left 
corner to he the game 1-1. 
The Blue Devils tried to rally, 
but a diving kick save by Amico 
in the 25th minute settled her 
nerves and sent the message 
that she was ready to play. 
Amico's play, supported by the 
superb stick handling and 
defensive aggressiveness of red- 
shirt senior back Ryan Shean 
and Cordes in the back seemed 
to make the difference through- 
out the match. 
"I was prepared, and I 
played well for my 
team,"Amico said. "Ryan 
stepped up a lot, she really 
motivated the team and talked 
everyone up." 
The Dukes offense compli- 
mented its defensive efforts 
with a second goal in the final 
minutes of the first half. After a 
diving shot on goal by Santanna 
resulted in a penalty corner, 
Goudswaard set up van 
Ballegooie who ripped a shot 
DAVE KIMItrmnr phmifrafhci 
Junior forward Janelle Perils splits two Duke University defenders Saturday at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. JMU beat the Blue Devils 3-2 to earn Its first win against the ACC In two years. 
thrtuigh a crowd and into the 
lower left corner of the net. The 
Dukes took a 2-1 into halftime. 
but came back in the second half 
wanting more. 
Ten minutes into the second 
half Goudswaard would con- 
tribute on another goal, this 
time doing it on her own. 
Collecting a pass near midfield, 
Goudswaard split two defend- 
ers and streaked 45 yards down 
the right side with just the 
goalie to beat. The Blue Devils 
goalie came off her line to try 
and make a save, but the speedy 
sophomore made a quick cut, 
leaving the keeper on the 
ground and the ball in the back 
of the net. 
Even after a Blue Devils goal 
brought the match closer at 3-2, 
the Dukes' defense would not 
back down. The Blue Devils 
offense brought every weapon 
they had to the JMU goal, but to 
no avail. Junior midfielder 
Lindsay Keller, Perils and Shean 
all made pivotal stops in the sec- 
ond half, frustrating the Blue 
Devils attack. A final Blue Devil 
shot with three seconds remain- 
ing went wide left, giving the 
purple and gold a solid home 
victory against a tough ACC 
opponent. 
"Duke is a dangerous team, 
and we could have played bet- 
ter, but we made adjustments 
and did well," coach Horvat 
said. "Coming from behind is 
character building, we're very 
excited." 
Sunday JMU was able to 
earn a sweep over ACC teams 
with a 2-1 win over Wake Forest 
University. Perlis tallied both 
goals for the Dukes, while 
Amico stopped 11 of 12 shots on 
goal to earn the win. JMU 
improved to 3-0 this season. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Terrapins too much for Dukes at Days Inn Classic 
BRIAN COKfllfcWstang photographer 
Freshman defensive specialist Blake Tyson serve* against the 
University of Maryland Saturday at the Days Inn Classic. JMU 
fell to 2-5 on the season with the loss. 
BY ADAM Wist 
contributing writer 
The volleyball team tell just 
short of overpowering the 
University of Maryland, losing 3- 
1 at Godwin Hall Saturday in tin- 
Days Inn Classic. 
The intense, see-saw battle 
provided an extremely exciting 
match, but due to a tew miscues 
and questionable calls the Dukes 
wen? not abk> to pull ixit the victo- 
ry in the end. 
Led by red-shirt senior out- 
side hitter Urissa Winkler, soph- 
omore middle blocker Kate 
Fuchs and junior middle blocker 
Dana (ones, JMU came out of the 
gates quickly in the first three 
games, establishing leads over 
Maryland. However, the Dukes' 
precision and crispness in execu- 
tion began to taper off as the 
games wore on, allowing for 
Maryland lo make surges, even- 
tually evening the score. 
Going into the intermisskn 
tied 1-1, the Dukes looked to have 
had the momentum. 
"We were very pleased going 
into intermission,'' Winkler said. 
"I think we had the momentum 
and all of us were confident that 
we would pull out the victory." 
Coach Disa Gamer also tert 
very good going ink) the inter- 
mission. She said, "I told the girls 
that it was going to be a dog fight 
and that we had to be mentally 
lough in order to compete. 
Although we didn't have as 
many players in our rotation as 
Maryland, I felt confident that we 
were going to give them all they 
could handle." 
Garner noted that the 
fourth game in particular was 
when things began to come 
apart for JMU. 
"It's hard to think of one 
instance in particular where it 
turned in Maryland's favor," 
Gamer said. "But in game four 
we couldn't capitalize on a few 
key shots and I believe our fatigue 
began to set in. It's hand to stop a 
downfall once it starts, but the 
girls battled it out and played 
very well." 
Fuchs agreed that there wen? a 
few opportunities where JMU 
could have capitalized and 
turned the momentum heavily in 
ii> favor. 
"We had a few opportuni- 
ties to finish off some points 
and we just didn't pull them 
off," Fuchs said "lfs still early 
in the season, so I believe that 
will fall intorMace." 
Although the Dukes fell to a 
highly-ranked Maryland squad, 
the team feels very good about 
the strides it has made since the 
beginning of the season 
Gamer said, "I'm very happy 
of our girls and where they are 
going as a team. Maryland is a 
great team, one of the best in the 
Atlantic Coast Gmference, and 
we hung with them. I believe 
today was the best volleyball we 
have played all season." 
Winkler is also happy with 
where the team is going. "We 
have shown kits of improvement 
up to this point in the season. Our 
defense is key and looks to be the 
strong point of our team," 
Winkter said. 
JMU opened the Classic 
with a 3-0 sweep of Campbell 
Universty Friday. In the night- 
cap, Syracuse University over 
came a 2-0 deficit to beat JMU 
in the fifth game. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Dukes top Tulane in JMU Invitational 
BY AYANA BARBER 
contributing writer 
As the women's soccer 
team progresses into its sea- 
son, the team has begun to 
come together more. The 
Dukes' teamwork led to a 3- 
0 shut out over Tulane 
University in the 
JMU/Comfort Inn 
Invitational Friday. 
Even though Tulane had 
the first touch of the ball, the 
Dukes dominated and took 
over possession from the 
start. 
"We wanted to score 
quick and dominate," fresh- 
man forward Kim Argy said. 
Good     ball    possession 
allowed the 
Dukes to Elldaj! 
score their Tulane 
first     goal „ 
within   the 
first      five        JMU 
minutes  of 3 
the    game. 
The      ball 
was passed from the sideline 
by junior midfielder Abby 
Karpinski, directly into the 
center to Argy's feet, where 
she kicked the ball into the 
corner pocket of the goal. 
Coach   Dave   Lombardo 
said, "An early goal boosted 
our confidence." 
The confidence was 
apparent throughout the 
first half. JMU's aggressive 
play pressured Tulane's 
defense. Although none of 
the shots went in, JMU had 
many opportunities to score 
on Tulane's goal. JMU con- 
tinued to play aggressively 
until they obtained a penalty 
kick towards the end of the 
first half. A foul was com- 
mitted against Tulane's 
defense. Red-shirt senior 
midfielder. Beth McNamara 
took the penalty  kick and 
put the ball in the corner of 
Tulane's goal, making the 
score 2-0. 
During the second half, 
the Dukes started out with 
the same tenacity by pres- 
suring Tulane's defense. 
"We possessed the ball, 
played to feet and played 
our game," Karpinski said. 
That idea helped them to 
break through the defense 
and score a goal in the 47th 
minute. Once again, 
Karpinski found Argy for a 
shot from five yards out. 
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Sankw forward Deanna Saraclno 
helped JMU to a SO victory 
over Tulane Friday night. 
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Bradley named A-10 Offensive Player of Week 
BRAtHJiY, from page 1 
I^Zotte handed off to red- 
shirt sophomore tailback 
Rondell Bradley, who headed 
into the endzone, but fumbled 
at the one yard line New 
Hamshire's Czar Wiley picked 
up the ball and moved out to the 
UNH 18 yard line, ending the 
Dukes' 99-yard drive. 
Fumbles haunted JMU a 
week ago against Hampton 
University, and it looked like it 
might come back to haunt 
them  again. 
The Wildcats, down 20-7, 
marched down the field to the 
JMU one-yard line. On first 
down, the Dukes stopped a run 
up the middle for no gain. A 
fumble on the hand-off dropped 
UNH back to the nine-yard line. 
Then, after a 10-yard holding 
penalty, the Wildcats threw an 
incomplete pass on third down, 
sending out the field goal unit. 
As if stopping New 
Hampshire on the one yard line 
wasn't enough, the Dukes' red- 
shirt junior linebacker Dennard 
Melton blocked the 36-yard 
field goal attempt. 
"It was just a regular held 
goal block," Melton said. "Me 
and Ired-shirt sophomore] 
Brandon (Beach] got a good 
push on the guard and I just 
stuck my hand out and the ball 
just hit it." 
New Hampshire coach 
Sean McDonnell said that 
block was critical 
"The third down play, 
we're into a passing situation. 
and we get a holding call, 
then we get into a third and 
long situation. That hurt us 
big time," McDonnell said. 
"You're down on the one yard 
line, down 20-7 and you don't 
get any points out of that. 
That wasn't a great series for 
us. and it hurt us immensely I 
think " 
With a little over five min- 
utes to play in the fourth quar- 
ter. JMU again tried to put the 
game out of New Hampshire's 
reach, driving inside the 
Wildcats' 40 yard line. 
On an end around, red-shirt 
senior wide receiver Branimn 
Coins cut down the the left side, 
but fumbled, turning the ball 
over to UNH 
The Wildcats managed to 
take advantage of that turnover, 
DAVE KIM/jcmor photographer 
Red-shirt sophomore quarterback Matt LeZotte rolls right In search of an open receiver during 
the first quarter of Saturday's game against the University of New Hampshire. 
with UNH quarterback Mike 
Granieri passing to tailback 
Stephan Lewis for a 13-yard 
touchdown. After the extra 
point, the Wildcats pulled to 
within 20-14 with 3:46 to play. 
The Dukes ran the clock 
down to under a minute 
before punting, giving New 
Hampshire one last attempt 
to comeback. On third down, 
sophomore cornerback 
Cortez Thompson sealed the 
win for JMU. picking off 
Granieri's pass. 
"\\v tbM some turnovers 
tonight, and that was a big 
positive from last week," 
Matthews said. 
"We thought the game could 
possibly be 35-7, but it wasn't," 
Matthews added "Without our 
good kicking game and those 
turnovers late, we would have 
lost the game." 
JMU started off slow, allow- 
ing UNH to score on its open- 
ing drive. 
Melton said, "We came out 
kind of slow, kind of sluggish. 
We just need to play our 
defense the way we were 
taught, and that first drive, 
they just came out and went 
down the field and scored. 
After that, we went back to the 
basics   and   started   playing 
defense like we knew how." 
Matthews agreed. He said, 
"We decided to tell them the 
game started at 7 p.m. and 
not 7:20 p.m. I thought defen 
sively, the only time I was 
upset with our kids was the 
opening drive." 
The Dukes tied the game on 
an 18-yard run by Bradley with 
5:23 left in the first quarter. 
Midway through the second 
Suarter, Melton stripped 
ranieri, which eventually led 
to a 21-yard field goal by red- 
shirt sophomore kicker Burke 
George that gave JMU a 10-7 
lead at halftime. 
George added another field 
goal — this time from 24 yards 
out — on the Dukes' opening 
drive in the second half. 
On UNH's next possession, 
a sack by red-shirt sophomore 
Jerame Southern led to a 
fourth down and 16 on the 
Wildcats' own 23 yard line. 
UNH punted, but a holding 
call on JMU brought the punt 
back- Now fourth and six to 
go, UNH punted again. That 
decision would prove to be 
costly for the Wildcats. 
Red-shirt freshman 
Raymond Hines blocked the 
punt and red-shirt freshman 
Casmine Harris   recovered the 
ball on the UNH 25 yard line. 
On the first play from scrim- 
mage, Bradley ran in for the 
score to give JMU a 20-7 lead. 
Bradley finished with 155 
yards on the day with two 
touchdowns, enough to earn 
him A-10 Offensive Player of 
the Week 
"That's the third full game 
he's played tailback." Matthews 
said. "He made some mistakes 
and he was aware during the 
game that he did, but I thought 
he played very well." 
Despite being questionable 
to play earlier in the week, 
LeZotte finished with 124 yards 
passing, with 107 of those yards 
going to Harrison. 
LeZotte credited the defense 
for stopping the Wildcats come- 
back attempt. 
"What makes quarterbacks 
real comfortable is the way the 
defense plays," LeZotte said. 
"I think we were thriving off of 
that and we came out and 
showed that killer instinct 
towards the end of the game 
where they were down and we 
didn't let them come back." 
The Dukes, now 1-1 (1-0), 
will look to take Saturday's suc- 
cess into this weekend against 
Florida Atlantic University. 
Game time is set for 6 p.m. 
Men's soccer remains undefeated 
JMU defeated Army 2-0 Sunday in the final day 
to win the George Mason/Comfort Inn/Kappa 
Soccer Classic, improving its record to 4-0 this sea- 
son. Senior forward Patrice Filin tallied two goals 
and an assist for the Dukes. 
Senior forward Andrew Rutledge also scored 
one goal for JMU. _ „ 
On Saturday, IMU won 2-1 over La Salle 
University. The Dukes outshot the Explorers 18-6 for 
the game. 
Filin scored the go ahead goal at 87:08 off a 
deflection from junior midfielder John Trice. 
Sophomore forward Denny Fulk also scored 
for the Dukes. 
Dukes go 2-0 in JMU/ 
Comfort Inn Invitational 
DUKES, from page 13 
With this goal being 
scored, Tulane started play- 
ing more offensively, putting 
pressure on the JMU defense. 
The JMU defenders and mid- 
fielders took the pressure 
very well and pushed back to 
defend their territory. The 
forwards even dropped back 
to defend the Tulane pressure 
that was inside the goal box. 
The Green Wave took a cou- 
ple shots on goal, but JMU's 
freshman goalie [essica 
Hussey blocked all of their 
shots, coming out of the box 
to stop coring threats. 
Even with Tulane's for- 
wards breaking away 
through the (MU defense, the 
Dukes were able to protect 
their goal throughout the 
game leaving the score at 3-0. 
JMU continued its win- 
ning ways, topping No. 22 
I'mversity of Pennsylvania 
1-0 Sunday. 
Senior forward Deanna 
Saracino scored the Dukes' 
lone goal. Saracino lobbed it 
over the UPenn goalie from 
15 yards out. Karpinski got 
tin NaJst her third in the last 
two games. 
JMU hosts Georgetown 
University Wednesday at 7 
p.m. at Reservoir Street Field. 
Workshop for all 
contributing 
sports writers 
Thursday, 5:30 p.m. 
Basement of Anthony-Seeger 
For more into, email us at 
lireuesports@hotmall.com 
CU&StlrtlZUS 




IN THl IRHZl 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
I ow PrlcM. Great II, .nil.' 
568-6127 
IMS Satan SC-a • tea. auto AC 
CD. PW. PL. CC. good condition. 
115K S2.995. or c*tt ortor CM 
•331816 
1M7 fort SMort - AC. couene. 
PS. black, good Urn, 35K milet. 
$5,000 B/0, EC    887 0308 or 
■M reoo 
FOR SALE 
••"   Mongooa*   lolullon   ■   24 
K) mountain b-ke. Brand new. 
_ _r been used. $500   Can Tim. 
Iss-uio. 
,__rt.  Q.lor€.   Cloth.i  4 
Much Morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N. 
• Futi> loaded 
excellent condition. 
|l2,0OOmMet. 18.400. Must tee! 
(ell 5409423087 
lifting Off Caaaa.ua, - Deluxe 
ubie-wide mobilt home Nice 
•cation nearby, upgrades, used 1 
|riontn. Zero down for qualified 
Talk to your parents about 
m> tai advantage of a second 
broporty. Call Chris, 433 3233: 
b'erenoe HH Castw 
I ••» - 5 speed manual 
mission, new tires, inspection 
Dod    through    7/03.    good 
idrtlon, $800, 433-3350 
ltno Cellea • High milts but 
|Air>s/iooRB great. $1,000. Call 
•^63268 
III - 4W0. 3 Inch 
lift, good condition, great for four 
wheeling. $2,500. or best offer 
Call 5404380681 
1M2 Mate* Protege - $1,500 and 
Free Queen Walaraed • Call 
j M >■■<:<* 
HELP WANTED 
Gymnastics Instructors 
Himsonbunj Parks & Rrxreauon n 
wriing gymnauics instructors for 
HI g>mwiKs program Mondays A 
Wednesdays from i 00 • 7 JO 
Classes range from pmchool to 
advanced CalM-l-VIMl 
Pastrtar, Eitartor Worts - e<pe»ence 
required r«8 3068 
Cstatic   Dancers   Waatetl   • 
tictlient pay and benefits  Can 
Hewn. 2485047 or M*c. 6070433 
Wanted: ■artendar 
FJspenence or will tram. 4345570. 
Attention taring Br. - Travel 
free 2003. Free trips, parties. 
and meals. Party with MTV. 
Hottest destinations. Most 
reliable. Can 1^00-426-7710. 
www sun spies/it ours com 
Love Sports? 
We re recruiting tmsmets-minded 
senlonvgraduaie students who are 
looking for a career in sale*. 
HextNe. pan-time hours SJ(*> 
(base and commissions) in 
potential earnings Mutt be an 
aggressive, smart, selC-startcr. Will 
work out of the Farm Team in 
Timbervilk (20m from JMU>. 
Potential relocation to Richmond. 
NY. or London for top producers 
after graduation Emai 
ca ve(a,ec lipsewoildw ide o 
fas to 202-478-0)82 
Baetawder Tratneee Needed - $250 
a day potential. Local positions. 
18002933985 
$».0« Hoar, Nude Models 
Needed for Art Classes • No 
experience necessary. Parttime 
work. For information or to apply 
call Sara at 434-4807. E mail 
spooky jm*>hotmail com. 
No- Miring Eip.rler.ced and 
Hardworking Walt Steffi apply in 
person at Hank's Smokehouse and 
Deli at the base of Meeaanutten on 
Route 33. 
Fraternitlea. Sororltlea. Cluba. 
Student Groups • Earn $1,000 - 
$2,000 with the easy 
Camputrunovaiaer.com three hour 
fund raising event Does not involve 
credit card eppacatione Fund raising 
dates any Nhng qusc*uy. so can today- 
Contact Campusfundraiser com at 
8880233238 or visit our website at 
Mww cartyjusaunflrarser com. 
PARKING SERVICES 
la now hiring ttudents for rta 
student rnlbneinent prutcnim 
Starling pay la 86.50 per hour 
with opportunities lor advance- 
ment To Inquire, please 
call 568 3553. email 
wyrrtarundgrjmu.edu or visit 
tUtp://wuaiKjmu.edu/fHvkVig 
to appry online 
S1.S00 Weekly Potential • mwkng 
our circulars Free •nformation Call 
2036830202. 
e#M • pert time hotel 
sales. Fiesjbte hours. 15-20 hours. 
Fax resume: 4339494. 
r Easy Went - Can fit 
your schedule. No eiperience 
required. Up to $14.95/hr Only 
serious apply- No selling. Send 
SASE to: UES. 1102 N Brand. 
PM8S161. Dept AC. Glendale. CA 
91202. 
SERVICES 
Ceraawter rteka In Tour Home • Ail 
areas from internet to upgrades 
and repairs. A* Certified  Call a 
"PC Geek' now, 540432-9547 or 
5404788873 
www Karmcomputwrn.corn 
Long Distance 1.9 cants/ 
minute • No fees. No 10-10. Call 
1-868-368-3489. 
http //bestrates Iscool.net 
TRAVEL 
Spring Break 2003 • is now 
sponsored by Student Express1 
Cancun Acapulco. Mazetian. 
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre. 
Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiia 
Book early and get free mealsl 
Student Express sponsors the 
best parties and Is now hiring 
salaried Salespeople. Campus 
Reps, and On-site Staff. Contact 
wwwstudentexpress.com or 180O 
787-3787 for details 
NOTICE 
For more information and 
assistance regarding the 
nvtmgation of financing buttress 
ctajoraaaKs, contact he 
Beticr Business Bureau, lac 
I4SO-533-55C1 
HI tarty tart* I e* taiilalil 
Cancun A Jamaica from $4291 
Free breakfast, dinners 8 parties1 
Award winning company) Group 
leaders free! Florida vacations from 
$149! sprrvigrjnjakfrave/.oom 
180O8786386. 
MrtCfl/te ACAPsUa • JAsVW 
HLL TltW AT MM, 
fj*n us* M mi 
l.$sM.*A8.444* 
www.iliherve4.aaaa 
•1 Seeing Break Vecetseasl 110% 
best prices) Mexico, Jamaica. 
Bartemes. Florida. Texas. Book now 
and receive free parties and 
meals. Campus reps wanted1 
180023*7007 
endless summer tours. com 
Wantedl Sprint; Breakers! Sc\ 
wants to send you on Spring Break 
2003 to Cancun. Acapiaco. Mautlan. 
jamacfl or the Banemas lor free! Call 
now at 180079*4786 or email at 
sasesBHuncoastvacations com 
fl taring Break • Free trips, 
parties, meals. Lowest prices 
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer 
Feetured with MSNBC Better than 
ever' www. sunsf^aaftfours.com 
180O4 28-7710. 
HI ■arty tpnlalil Spring Break 
Bahamas party cruise) 5 days 
$299! Includes meals, parties' 
Awesome beaches, nightlife! 
Departs from Florida! Get group 
go free! senngf eawtrevei' com 
18008788386 
Act Now! Guarantee the best 
spring break prices! South Padre. 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. 
Acapuico. Florida, and Mardigras. 
Travel free, reps needed, earn 
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call 
1888-THINKSLiN (1888844-8578. 
dept 2628.1 
www. tpnngDreakdtscoun I s. com 
Spring      Breek      2003     with 
StueontCHy.com) R/lnp aw. hotel, 
free food end 150% lowest price 
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize 
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP 
treatment, cash and prizes to 
promote SludentCuy.com) Cal 
1-800-2931445 or email 
sales9studentcity.com today' 
PERSONALS 
Sexual Assault Survivors 
Support Group fomiirig now. 
Mondays 7 p.m. 
Contact Jill for rrmce iruorrnallon. 
568 3407 or nipprrJaBjmii edu 
Skydlvel One day lirst Tandem 
skydives from 2 1/2 miles up! 
22 lumper aircraft. JMU student 




to The Breeze 
are Available! 
For only S40 for 
third class mailings, 
or SXO for firsl class 
mailings, you can receive 
an entire year of 
The Breeze* 
Please lend your name, 
oddrcss & payment to 
771? Breeze 
James Madiwn Lnivcnily 
t. I. Anthony-Secger Hill 
MSC6805 
Hirrisonbutg. VA 22807 
re Professional Business Fraternity 
Information Meetings  
Monday, September 9th or Tuesday, September 10th 
7:00pm HHS Building Room 1301 
YELLOW CAB 
• Radio Dispatched 
• Service lo all major airports 
■ Wheelchair accessible vehicles 
•Prompt, Courteous Service* 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
•niufii.ii. JAMES UCHONE 
antique jewelry 
Inilrry h\mfihl-^oU-1roded 
Antiane and Estate JrtrWry 
Ihu'wnt Merchants 
Appraisals cV Repair*. 
75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801  (540)433-1833 
coULb YOU use *ico CASH? 
FIRST GIVEAWAY, SEPTEMBER lgTW^ 
STOP BY THE SHOP 
TOR A FREE FALL T-SHIRT! 
read giveaway rules at 
www.mchonejewelry.com 




"Frame Voui* Memories" 
(^Mslam J'ranw Cjhof) 
Tue^tay - Jriday 8:30 lo 5l30 
Saturday <WO to .WO 








nn MOM Airnms tun IHFOK¥ATMN CALL US AT XI 1700 on mrr www.JMu.no/HenuTioii 
^M A S s A N U T T E N M O U N T A 1 N D A Y H|   1 K E 
l. sept. IV, ipm-opm. 
Register by Sept 16. Cost $15.00. 
Down: 
1. Sept 10 
Sept. 9, WE 
Water Polo 
8pm-9pm. Register by 
llness Passport Event. Join the 
Club Team and learn some 
E 
R \ 
(Massanutten Mountain Day Hike) 
4. Sept. 17 6pm-8pm. Register by 
Sept 16. Wellness Passport Join this 
basic techniques and strategies about 
tho oim>   fWalpr Pnln Clinic 101) 
4s P o R T S M A N S | H 1 P A N D 
s 
Y O U discussion about Sportsmanship and 
how it relates to you. 
(Sportsmanship and You.) 
S. Sept. 17, 8pm-8:45pm. Register by 
3. Sept 21-22, 8am-6pm. Registe 
13. Cost$45.00. Must have swim 
ability. (Whitewater Kayak 2 








Day SUN Development) 6s T R O K E C L 1 N 1 C 
:*fpi.  ID. mnM rdjafruii.  IIIIS Clinic 
is for anyone who wants some tips on 
5. For just $20 you get 5 classes 
of this activity that works you phy ically and 
now to maw a swimming stroke oi 
their choice more efficient. 
mentally. Check our website or program 






7. UREC's awesome web address with 
more dates and times ot greal events 
you should not miss! F0H MOKC INFORMATION CALL US AT X88700 0* VISIT OW 
WE9SITC AT WWW.MU.n>UMMUTION 
uoi,P8iMj/npanuiJMMM - tsoj}y i Mo\ - UMOQ S 
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